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CHAPTERR EIGHT 

SCENESS OF THE IMAGINARY : I/TH E FRAGIL E COLLECTIO N 

Thee significance of continuously appealing to the kind of self-monumentalizing practices with 

whichh I ended the previous chapter may be more readily apprehended when one considers that, 

availablee elsewhere, another possible complementary strategy was foreclosed in Venezuela. That 

is,, the circumstances of the postcolony were such that the social order was prevented from 

generatingg Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers" as the panoply of authorized identities 

too which members of the wider population could be more or less lastingly pinned down. So 

fundamentall  was the requirement of barring the masses access to the polity that not even for 

reasonss of social control could the postcolonial Venezuelan state generate positive models of 

identificationn for the vast majorities. Vis-a-vis the masses the only possible attitude was one of 

uncompromisingg exclusion enforced, whenever necessary, by the relentless use of violence. 

StrategiesStrategies of disappearance 

Al ll  of this is, of course, to say that the polity was maintained through the ongoing recre-

ationn of the constitutive split that demarcated it from an engulfing, threatening outside constantly 

keptt at bay. Hence why in the pages of the "first costumbrismo" the popular masses insist as a 

theaterr of imprecise shadows, a rapid procession of vague forms where no figure succeeds in 

delineatingg itself against the diffuse background terror and the enveloping stench. Chaotic scenes 

off  filthy marketplaces or of riotous popular gatherings where all rules of decorum are flaunted, 

thesee are some of the preeminent ways in which the crowds were represented in this early litera-

ture.. As for the rest, I have already mentioned that these crowd-scenes were the unseemly 
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backgroundd against which the negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  took singular 

shapes. . 

That,, for  the most part, all these elite negative types were emblematic of varieties of 

consumeristt  behavior  which this literatur e subjected to considerable censoring and ridicul e is not 

ass surprising as it mayy first  appear. As I have mentioned the "conservative oligarchy"  issued, as a 

regime,, from the alliance of the state with the commercial sectors of the economy. Among other 

thingss what this meant is that, at least from the year  1839 on with the increase in Venezuelan 

exportss (Rodriguez Campos, 1992:766) the nation became increasingly awash in commodities, 

soo to speak flooded by a growing stream of imports amidst which all viable forms of authority, 

mostt  notably, those of the nascent post-colonial state, threatened to capsize. Although covering a 

widee spectrum including first-necessity products, at least in places like Caracas and in some of 

thee other  provincial capitals a sizeable proportion of all the imports was taken-up by luxury-items 

including,, for  example, a wide spectrum of fashionable clothing from both England, and, 

primarily ,, France as well as all kinds of expensive wines and liquors. Writin g at around the turn 

off  the nineteenth century in Paris José Mari a de Rojas looks back precisely to 1839, which 

accordingg to the contemporary historian Rodriguez Campos is when the Venezuelan exports 

startedd to rise in the international market, as the year  when a "ceaseless"  flood of imported 

commoditiess and "foreign"  usages began flooding the nation. Rojas saw the development with 

considerablee apprehension as itself responsible for  having brought ruin to the nation's 

"patriarcha ll  costumes,"  "filia l harmony,"  and austere "religiosity, "  (Rojas, 1963:174). According 

too him, it was to blame for  no lesser  sin than having replaced the chaste dyadic love of the past 

forr  the promiscuous "triangula r  intentions"  and desires of the present (ibid: 175). 

Inn some ways this conservative writer  may have been for  the wrong reasons in some ways 

rightright  since whoever  says fashion and expensive consumption-habits is also speaking of a desiring 

subjectt  eager  to adopt an ever  expanding range of commodities that, in principle, is as infinit e as 

thiss subject's abiding lack. And, as one would expect, gnawed by his or  her  "triangular "  mimetic 

desiress in his shopping-spree such a subject is relatively impervious to the solicitations of politi -

call  power. Especially, I might add, to those of a recently established postcolonial state still strug-

glingg to make ends meet under  the weight of a burdensome international debt with England 
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contractedd during the wars of Independence (Bushnell, 1993:19; Malavé Mata, 1974:94) and bent 

onn imposing central authority over  a resilient nation where the passions of federalism and of 

warrin gg populations not yet by any means weaned from their  role in the recent independence 

struggless ran high. Hence the critical focus of this early literatur e on all sorts of characters, from 

gamblerss and dandies to annoyingly fickle young ladies, portrayed as negativee emblems of the 

kindd of disorderly consumerist behavior  that was perceived as threatening. 

Att  first sight it would seem paradoxical to characterize costumbrista writing s as a practice 

off  governmentality which, in spite of all its hardcore anti-consumerist instincts, was nevertheless 

consubstantiall  to a kind of regime for  which consumption and commerce were clearly so crucial. 

Whenn looked at closer  the paradox, however, dissolves. The targeting of these practices simply 

speakss to the fact that, no matter  how closely related, the state and the economy, government and 

commercee are never  quite the same. While pursuing different goals, they both answer  to 

somewhatt  different constraints. What may be good for  the economy is not necessarily so for  the 

state.. While the economy thrives in constant, ceaseless mutation, on the changeability of a 

desiringg self capable of acquiring an unstoppable flow of commodities just as he or  she eagerly 

adoptss an endless series of roles, the state thrives on self-identity and autochthony. In this light 

thee negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  may be regarded as attempts to symbolically 

controll  this mutabilit y by bringing it under  some principl e of political authority capable of setting 

limit ss to its capricious, destabilizing wanderings. 

Whatt  was just said should suggest that between mimesis and the economy the 

overlappingss and crossings are more than haphazard. In other  words, it is not by chance that the 

mimeticc crisis of the final days of the colony and the years of the Independence struggles went 

alongg with a steadily increasing flow of commodities, the intensity of which kept in constant 

crescendo.. As was indicated in a previous chapter, already during the final decades of the colony 

andd as a result of Venezuela's economic success an ever  wider  variety of commodities reached 

thee Venezuelan coasts, brought in not just through the authorized channels but by a myriad of 

smugglingg operations which consistently eluded the colonial authorities. The situation could not 

butt  intensify with Independence and Venezuela's incorporation into the North Atlanti c world 

withoutt  anymore having to go through Spain. Added to the considerable internal economic 
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activity,, the irrigatio n of the local economic circuits by an intense flow of imported commodities 

clearlyy belies the image, still widespread among historians, of nineteenth century Venezuela as an 

enclosedd autarchic domain ruled by primitiv e caudillos surrounded by armies of ignorant 

peasants.. If such an image was never  true of the colony, especially not of its final decades, even 

lesss can it be said to correspond to nineteenth-century Venezuela. And once one admits that as a 

resultt  of various factors the internal market was considerably more differentiated than is usually 

allowed,, the suspicion that as Macolm Deas says local politics and social dynamics was presided 

overr  by forces far  more complex than the proverbial "caudillos of the Anglo-Saxon imagination" 

beginss to take shape (Deas, 1985:670). But leaving that aside, I wish to call attention here to a 

differentt  issue. That is, that even if I have focused my discussion of the post-independence 

mimeticc crisis on the political terrain, in terms of the momentous consequences brought about by 

thee disappearance of the king, the just mentioned overlappings between mimesis and the 

economyy suggest that something else was also crucially at stake. 

Namelyy a growing flow of commodities which interacted in powerful ways with the crisis 

off  the monarchy to stimulate the unleashing of a mimetic subject which, caught in an irrepressi-

blee metonymie sliding, dwelled as part of the crowds in the newly opened horizontal spaces that 

hadd been vacated by the king's untimely disappearance. One does not need to adjudicate on 

whichh came first , politics or  the economy, the crisis of the monarchy or  the overall 

commodificationn of sociality to discern here the stirring s of the kind of "economimesis"  that 

Derridaa talks about, and according to which between the movements of the economy and the 

mimetic,, metonymie slidings of the subject the connections are far  from extrinsic (Derrida, 

1981:3-4).. Always ahead of any political solicitations, as headless circulation such an 

economimesiseconomimesis is always already doing away with the king's head, in other  words decapitating him 

iff  by that one understands dispensing with any stable heading or  constituted principl e of political 

authority .. As, once again, Lacoue-Labarthe puts it 

mimesiss has always been an economic problem; it is the problem of economy. From the 

veryy moment that money intervenes, there is generalized depropriation, the risk of a 

polytechnicc or  of an uncontrollable polyvalence, the exacerbation of desire, the appetite 
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forr possession, the triggering of rivalry and hatred. In fact, almost 'Capital'; and the entire 

politicall  orthopedics has finally no other object than to reduce (economically) this 

senselesss expense of the proper that comes along with the "general" economy," that is, the 

mimeticc economy (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:124). 

Confrontedd with this "catastrophic" economy, the oligarchic regime only had a few ways 

off  dealing with it, all of which combined violence and representation in variable ways. For 

reasonss having to do with Venezuela's postcolonial predicament, the established order was 

largelyy incapable of incorporating the masses into the polity by, for example, codifying and 

authorizingg a panoply of relatively stable, homespun identities which in their daily dealings the 

vastt majorities could somewhat come to recognize as their own. Prevented from ruling over and 

activelyy fostering the constitution of any well-articulated civil society, which, under the circum-

stances,, could only have posed the most severe threats to the state, the "entire political orthope-

dics""  of the regime followed the exact opposite tack. That is, bereft of the capacity of shaping 

citizenss the ruling governmentality became thoroughly invested in disarticulating any 

autonomouss expression of citizenship and civility , actively short-circuiting any positive identi-

ficationss from happening in the realm of the social. 

Anotherr way of saying this is that the republican order that was emergent from 

independencee thrived on ineffability and violence. While, elsewhere, the workings of the polity 

moree closely approximate what Lacoue-Labarthe says of an "entire political orthopedics" being 

aimedd at reducing any "senseless," untoward excess, in Venezuela the situation was, and, in 

manyy ways to this day continues to be somewhat more complicated. It is indeed the case that, 

sincee the start of the nation, there the realm of government and of the state has been in many re-

spectss presided over by a 'politics of exemplarity' often-going haywire. This is, of course, to say 

thatt considerable energies are ongoingly invested in the orthopedic task of moulding the heroic, 

virtuouss exemplars with which everyone should identify, thereby adjusting their everyday 

behaviorss to what these authoritative models ideally prescribe. 

Butt these "exemplary models" are indeed forbiddingly so. Not your regular guys, these 

noblee characters are personified, lofty heroic compendiums of an entire art of government, 

which,, by definition, common citizens can only approximate from an ultimately unbridgeable 
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distance.. As the monumentalized, statuesque walking embodiments of state authority, these 

exemplaryy characters are compressed, pompous encapsulations of all the excesses and 

solemnitiess of rule. In some ways, it is true, the generality of citizens do model themselves after 

thesee lofty exemplars, gesticulating and walking around as miniaturized replicas of their 

oversized,, heroic originals. Yet there is a highly self-reflexive component to such modeling. It is 

ass if, all along, being reflexively aware of the gap between presumed ' and 'copies' was 

itselff  intrinsi c to the performance, the ingredient without which it could not be successfully 

pulled-off.. As one would expect, the outcome of such reflexivity is that at no moment is the 

subjectt  really able to call the adopted model his or  her  own, the 'natural '  manifestation or  outward 

expressionn of what he or  she 'really'  is, of his or  her  "own"  inner  subjectivity. 

Onn the contrary, such a subject is forever  explicitly caught in theatrical specularity. 

Theoreticallyy this is, of course, true of subjects everywhere. In Venezuela however  such a theat-

ricalrical  specularity is, if I  dare say, more reflexively assumed, with everyone somehow aware of 

theirr  monumentalized public selves as make-believe artifacts, prostheticc attachments which 

everyonee wears on and off for  each other  while signaling their  status as so many mere-copies of a 

feww larger-than-lif e originals. Beyond all apparent bravado, however, whenever  it flares up out of 

thee easy self-mockery, disconcerting fluidit y and sensuous bodilyness that is the hallmark of 

Caribbeann sociality, such make-believe performances are ways of showing allegiance. It is as if 

byy suddenly raising the voice while assertively stomping one's right  foot on the ground, head 

sharplyy thrown forward and a straight finger  slicing the air  in what, always, is a gesture of 

supremee tribunal authority, the subject brought the entire state to bear  on the everyday. Yet for  a 

feww moments only. Not before long such figures will dissolve, the subject once again returning to 

hiss or  her  endemic ineffability , the baroque flow of things which is the nation's customary being 

andd which any monumentalizing pose only momentarily halts.23 

Thee state that is so flashingly contrived out of the everyday is, I should add, itself always 

embodiedd in one or  another  exemplary, monumentalized figure. Regardless of hyperbolically 

23.. Salsa also has these split seconds of freezing when, much like living-monuments, the dancers halt each other 
interruptingg the flow of thee dancing in a moment of undecidability that heightens the excitement. 
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self-assertivee gestures like the one above, at least explicitly vis-a-vis such a personified state the 

onlyy possible attitude is one of guarded subservience and devotion, something that somewhat 

paradoxicallyy but nonetheless quite effectively the subject's statuesque performance does not 

ceasee to proclaim.24 Among others things, through monumentalizing gestures like the one above 

subjectss publicly declare that regardless of everyday appearances their own humanity is pledged 

elsewhere,, somehow belongs to and draws validation from some absent, higher sphere of 

personalizedd power and authority. A realm of transcendence that, paradoxically as it may seem, 

suchh subjects somehow embody and reflect by means of their very "own" seemingly self-

assertivee behaviors. 

"Tirarr laparada," meaning something like "staging a halting," or, less literally, "striking a 

pose""  by bringing everything including oneself to a freezing halt this largely untranslatable 

everydayy expression which Venezuelans use in the most varied occasions adequately renders in 

wordss the above impromptu performance. It alludes to those situations when someone interrupts 

thee baroque flow of everyday sociality and appearances, freezing suddenly to take on the austere 

rigidityy of a neoclassical monument. With connotations of intense make-believe, such freezing 

performancess are ways of luring an opponent into thinking that somehow real force ominously 

lurkss behind one's own imposing monumentalized words, appearance and demeanor. Theatrical 

parr excellence, even in self-mockery the act of "tirar la parada" somehow iterates the scene of 

tribuness staring straight into an audience, as they are about to lay down the law. Always uncertain 

aboutt the actual force that he or she can actually muster to do that, all that in these situations the 

subjectt can be certain about, the only asset with which he or she doubtlessly counts and is 

somewhatt recklessly willin g to exploit is his propped-up, monumentalized appearance as the 

meansmeans to create the illusion of force. Or, at the very least, a situation of tense uncertainty when 

withh everyone and everything including the main actors momentarily frozen in a tableaux-vivant 

24.. At least explicitly because, as I have suggested in a previous chapter, implicitly there is much more going on with 
sceness of subjection like the just alluded one being traversed by playfulness and considerable undercurrents of kinky, 
libidinouss energy moving between the 'exemplar1 and his or her copies. 
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thee uneasy thought of what now crosses everyone's mind. 

Yett  in line with the present argument it may be said that if the "Thir d Republic"  was at all 

aa notabiliary regime this is because the imposing figure of the notable presided not just over  the 

spheree of political representation but also over  a whole range of the so-called intermediate 

institutionss and associations of the time. According to this in all its medallion-like appearance, 

suchh as it was such a figure would have left its imprin t on the period's economic, scientific or 

literar yy associations, no less than on the existing salons, local newspapers or  on all the available 

institutionss of learning. While this is certainly true, it is important not to turn this figure into the 

expressionn of a differentiated civil society. Not so much the representation of a certain category 

off  subjects or, even less, as a singular  individual , whenever  he made an appearance for  the most 

partt  the notable did so as the embodiment of an abstract function of government. Therefore any 

singularizingg trait s enabling observers to tell notables apart from each other  identifying them as, 

forr  example, academic, lawyers, journalists or  bankers were and in some ways even nowadays 

continuee to be largely overshadowed by these noble characters' abstract exchangeability as the 

embodimentt  of the virtuous laws of the republic. 

25.. The global media has recently transmitted everywhere images of a singularly extraordinary instance of the kind of 
publicc behavior that I am struggling to evoke here. Intending to force President Hugo Chavez out of power, in the last 
feww months a group of high ranking officers have permanently installed themselves in one of the city's main public 
squaress in what, surely, must count as one of the most extraordinary instances of "tirar la parada" in the entire history of 
thee republic. With no real power inside the army with which to back their actions, as it turned out the only resource on 
whichh these generals could really count for achieving their goal was their own imposing public appearances of fully 
uniformedd and decorated generals heroically declaring before die large audiences which, day after day, for a while 
assembledd in Üie square. A media-circus, as one would have expected from die absence of any real power to back the 
performancee over time the whole event has lost much of its initial luster and appeal. After die initial excitement, the 
squaree has increasingly become more depleted with the mycrophone-encircled generals talking to emptying auditoriums 
inn a scene that grows melancholy by Üie day. In any case, occasionally hinting at a power which, as it turned out, never 
materialized,, the generals' excessive, solipsistic performance suggests someüüng about the sheer citational force that 
certainn inaugural scenes have for the constitution of public authority in Venezuela, Üie ability such citations have of 
spinningg on their owm way beyond any plausible contexts. Everything was as if Üie generals had been listening too much 
too a famous song from Üie Cuban revolution, another place mat in its own way is also imbued with the kind of heroic 
exemplarityy that is so much a pan-Caribbean inheritance. Its main repeated phrase insistentiy proclaiming "llego el 
Comandantee y mando a parar" (the commander arrived ordering everything to halt), this song alludes to Üie times when 
Fidell  entered Havana at Üie head of a large rebel army, thus pressumably putting a stop to the corruption mat was 
widespreadd in the Batista regime. The Caracas' generals also aimed at such a generalized halting, only that carried away 
byy their enthusiasm they forgot Üie part about the army. It is possible that this sort of forgetting has become more 
commonn in these highly mediatized times, where Venezuela's tribunal tradition finds on TV screens and radio transmis-
sionss a fertile ground where to expand and develop on its own, away from any narrowly defined contexts of power. 
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Thiss means that telling notables apart from each other  was a hard thing to do: beyond 

minorr  differences in some ways their  ponderous appearances were so many equivalent ways of 

bringingg the state in all its crushing, overbearing solemnity to bear  on the everyday. It also means 

thatt  so-called intermediate institutions were largely not really so but the expression of a certain 

formm of government, a notabiliary one, the means whereby the rulin g governmentality gained a 

holdd in social life subjecting it to its imperious, somewhat despotic logic. In this respect all these 

institutions''  belabored theatricality, the insistence with which they ceremoniously staged their 

presumedd goals, were in effect means of letting everyone know that, above anything else, it was 

state-powerr  that which in very case was most crucially at stake. In other  words, it was always a 

matterr  of letting the state shine right  through all these institutions' cumbersome ceremonial 

gadgetry.. As a result, beyond anything else, for  example disserting about some new scientific 

discoveryy from Europe or  some abstruse point of theology were primaril y ways of publicly 

assertingg the might and the right of the notabiliary state through the speaker's very own public 

bodilyy appearance, gestures and overall demeanor. 

Ass for  the rest incarnated in a few exemplary figures or  representatives such a state, for 

reasonss that already have been given, actively conspired to maintain the entire nation in a state of 

constantt  formlessness, forever  in wait of its demiurgic dictates to fall into some kind of 

recognizablee shape. As I have mentioned the regime's 'politic s of exemplarity', the entire body of 

governmentall  practices, thrived on violence and ineffability . Yet the implications were different 

dependingg on whether  it was the masses that the regime wanted to interpellate or  the more afflu-

entt  sectors of the society. With regard to the postcolonial crowds, the mentioned impossibility of 

incorporatingg them to the polity meant that not even for  the purpose of reducing the masses' 

mimeticc violence could the state sanction and authorize a panoply of identities that could serve as 

thee positive models with which, much like Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers,"  the 

memberss of the crowd could identify, thus becoming singular  citizens beholden to the state. Vis-

a-viss the crowds, a kind of awful ineffabilit y was the only representational option that was avail-

ablee to the regime. 

Hencee why, as a dichotomy, not just in Venezuela but all over  nineteenth century Latin 

Americaa the pair  'civilization ' and 'barbarism' played such a ubiquitously organizing role in 
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contemporaryy discourses, from literatur e and politics to a wide range of civic and educational 

manuals.. Not so much, as is often argued, because compared with their  enlightened rulers the 

massess were too backward and archaic but, rather, for  the exact opposite reason. That is, because 

theyy were too modern, too possessed of the revolutionary ideals of freedom and equality for  the 

regimess that were emergent from the devastating wars of independence to be capable of granting 

themm the place that they so vociferously claimed as their  own. Rabble, hordes, riotous crowds, 

stinkingg agglomerations of libidinous bodies: these were some of the ways in which the 

postcoloniall  crowds were commonly represented at the time. All of them amounted to so many 

strategiess of disappearance, ways of decreeing the masses into non-existence, or, at the most, into 

somee kind of semi-existence where, as in some poorly-li t purgatory, they would wait for  a while 

untill  the state eventually rescued them into the promised land of citizenship. 

Ass the genre's most explicitly charged with representing the nation, the "firs t 

constumbrismo""  was perhaps the site were the disappearance not just of the masses but of the 

wholee nation itself was most thoroughly staged. I have talked of costumbrismo as the discursive 

contextt  where the regime's tribunes looked back, staring straight at the nation; if this was so, then 

tellingg from the tendency which everything national had of dissolving when looked at by these 

imposingg characters these tribunes must have had laser-rays in their  eyes. With regard to the 

massess their  discursive disappearance, the representational ineffabilit y in which they were kept 

byy this stately gaze was the reverse side of the violence that was routinely practiced against them. 

Ineffability ,, in other  words, was the representational equivalent of the brutal maimings, killing s 

andd persecutions to which the masses were constantly exposed whenever  patronage broke down. 

Ass a form of violence in its own right  that presupposed all these other, closely related forms of 

violence,, such a representational ineffabilit y was one of the means used by the state to halt the 

massess at the doors of citizenship, of keeping them forever  barred from the republican theater. 

Butt  such a violent representational politics was not the only modality of disappearance, 

whichh the early costumbrismo practiced insistently. Not just the postcolonial crowds, but also the 

mostt  affluent sectors of society were subjected to a kind of disappearance of their  own by this 

literature.. Thus, one way in which the insistence in so many costumbrista writing s on represent-

ingg the habits and tastes of this class as a gallery of negative exemplars can be interpreted is as a 
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wayy of inducing disappearance. Paraded in this literatur e as models with which everyone should 

att  all times refrain from identifying, these negative exemplars were agents of spiritualization. 

Theyy operated as sites where the readership of the genre was induced to shed their  bodilyness 

turnin gg into a disembodied assembly of spirits eager  to absorb the ' lessons of the 

narrator .. Incapable of eluding the fact that no matter  how much effort was made to ban it from 

thee polity, mimesis nevertheless returned within its very walls this time in the form of all sorts of 

elitee consumerist behaviors, costumbrismo could not shy away from the demands of exemplarity. 

Onlyy that the gallery of exemplars that this literatur e came up with were thoroughly negative, the 

loathsomee models that citizens should refrain from copying rather  than the exemplarss with which 

theyy ought to identify in their  way to a virtuous existence. 

Muchh like acid plates, these negative exemplars remind me of the fable of homecoming 

thatt  Svetlana Boym tells at the beginning of her  recent book on nostalgia, where an old man 

terribl yy burns his face when washing it on the chemically polluted waters of a river from  an 

imaginaryy homeland (Boym, 2001:Xm). So too with the negative exemplars of the early 

costumbristaa writings. These negative models did not afford any homecoming to the subject. Not 

providin gg any homespun identities to the mimetic subject, such negative plates were there to scar 

andd burn anyone wanting to catch their  own reflection in their  mirrorin g surfaces. It was not just, 

then,, the postcolonial crowds but the entire world of the elites that was marked for  disappearance 

byy this early literature. Of it one may very well say that it constituted the gaze of the state as the 

standpointt  from which the nation constantly dissolved, thereby implicitl y reifying this state as the 

solee solid reality, a powerful torch of light in a lightless, shadowy world. 

Compelledd for  generic reasons to deal with the nation, the early costumbrismo in other 

wordss thoroughly dissolved it while constituting its readership into a nationless assembly of 

disembodiedd souls forever  focused on the state, or, more precisely, on its "virtuous " 

representativess gesturing at them on the stage of the polity. One way of putting this is that in so 

summarilyy disposing of the nation, this early genre paved the way for  the other  governmental 

practicess to in some ways forget all about it while reifying the state in the figure of the nation's 

exemplaryy representatives as the sole reality worthy of the citizens' enduring love and devotion. I 

cannott  go here into all the myriad shapes that, over  time, this reification has taken and which in 
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thee last decades of the nineteenth century achieved singularly extravagant proportions. These 

includee the innumerable photographic portrai t galleries figurin g row after  row of mustached 

notables,, apotheosis where, of all things, right  on the very stage of one or  another  theater  the 

bustss of some of these notables were unveiled before clapping audiences, the tableaus-vivants 

wheree emblematic scenes from historical paintings were routinely represented on the stage of the 

locall  theaters, or  the profusion of funerary crowns and presentation-cards where the iconography 

andd deeds of one or  another  illustriou s male were either  discursively sculpted, iconically dis-

playedd or  both, as was often the case. 

Al ll  these monumentalizing practices took an extraordinary impetus towards the end of the 

nineteenthh century, especially during the Guzman regime but also in its wake (Silva Beauregard, 

1993:43-79).266 It was also during that regime that all the monumentalized figures of the 

republic'ss tribunes first tightly collected under  the imposing shadow of "Bolivar, "  whose cult was 

startedd precisely by that very regime during the 1870s. For  that reason, I will briefly refer  to them 

againn in the next chapter  dealing precisely with "  Bolivar"  as the dead returning megastar  under 

whosee shadow the entire republic has, since then, more or  less tightly collected. For  now I will 

justt  focus briefly on two of the sites, historiography and the theater, where during the oligarchical 

periodd the imaginary scene which I address in this section of a 'republic of notables' was most 

diligentlyy crafted and displayed. Itself produced and sustained by myriad representational 

practices,, in this 'scene' the republic is pictured as a virtuous polity held together  by the words, 

gesturess and deeds of a collection of notables which, embodying the 'general will' , are the new 

nation'ss representatives. Even if not without challenges this imaginary 'scene' presided over  the 

entiree oligarchical period and increasingly with more difficultie s up until Bolivar' s definite 

comebackk in the 1870s and 80s when, under  the auspices of the cult, all the notables were forced 

too take cover  and tightly regroup under  the hero's comprehensive shadow. 

Butt  before doing that I must call attention to how much, brought about by a myriad 

26.. In an argument that in important respects may be made extensive to the entire South American continent, beginning 
inn the 1860s two contemporary historians have spoken of the "monumental stage" as the third of the three 
comprehensivee periods among which,, according to them, is divided "the history of the symbolic corpora associated with 
thee emergence and the consolidation of the amercan nations" belonging to die southern cone of South America (Burucua 
andCampgane,, 1994:374-381).. 
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monumentalizingg practices, what we witness here is not so much the 'invention of tradition' as 

thee ongoing reification of the state. In other words, if in all of this invention is at all at stake it is 

nott of 'tradition' but of the state's perspective as the virtual, Archimedean point from which all of 

thee nation's traditions ongoingly dissolve. Indeed, much of what I have said suggests that no 

matterr how persistent or stubborn they might otherwise be, perhaps lingering as Jorge Luis 

Borgess would say in an old woman's stutter or a bodily gait, such 'traditions' are precisely what 

thee Venezuelan state relentlessly does away with. No such thing in Venezuela as the copious 

recodingg and codification of local mores, which, elsewhere, is the means whereby the colonial 

andd postcolonial state regulates its relationships with its subjects. This would be the case of 

India,, for example, where at least since colonial times the state has diligently and profusely 

recordedd and represented to itself and to its subjects a welter of local customary roles, ceremo-

nies,, status relations or hierarchical arrangements as a means to gain leverage on the local order 

off  things. 

Thee fact that such representational practices have been largely absent not only from 

Venezuelaa but also from Latin America as a whole is one reason why one should be cautious 

aboutt applying insights that have been gained elsewhere, from the study of other colonial and 

postcoloniall  experiences where ruling through tradition and the codification of locality have 

playedd such prominent roles. Beyond some useful generalizations about the postcolonial condi-

tionn that are valid everywhere, any insights to be gained from the comparison with other areas of 

whichh there are surely many are contingent on giving careful consideration to the relevant differ-

ences.. Among these the state which, in Venezuela especially, but also all across Latin America is 

ongoinglyy reified as the overarching perspective from which a formless, ineffable nation cease-

lesslyy springs into being. 

Continuouslyy brought about by a relatively wide range of governmental practices and 

everydayy values and behaviors, such a state perspective is the only 'tradition', if one wants to call 

itt such, vis-a-vis, which all the others do nothing but melt. The image that most consistently 

emergess from such a practice of government, from the enduring 'Jacobinism' which is 

Venezuela'ss and the entire region's most stubborn political inheritance, is that of a state forever 

facingg a chaotic, shapeless, constantly ebullient, mobile reality that it must repeatedly shape. 
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And,, as one would expect from what has been said so far, such a shape is none other  than that of 

ann assembly of virtuous, 'civilized' citizens. To call such an assembly a 'tradition ' is only to 

stretchh the meaning of the term to the point of meaninglessness: what is celebrated about such an 

assembledd 'people' is not the shaping weight of the past but its momentous being as the presumed 

bearerr  of a 'generall  will '  enunciating the future. Even when later, with the "second 

costumbrismo""  of the last decades of the nineteenth century or  the 'populist'  regimes of the 

twentieth,, some work on traditio n was actually done for  the most part the general situation that I 

havee just described remained unchanged. Both emblematic figures of the 'people', such as the 

nineteenthh century 'plainsman' or  the twentieth century 'Juan Bimba', or  the many local dances 

andd festivities which twentieth century populist regimes so insistently and glibly staged and cele-

bratedd were, by and large, allegories of velocity and displacement. In other  words, and for  the 

most,, part shallow, evanescent forms largely bereft of any density or  sociology through which the 

statee momentarily pictures to itself and to its audience the evanescent 'people' of a spectaculariz-

ed,, shallow nation. 

Too insist on the invented character  of these banalized 'local'  tradition s as a means of 

demystifyingg their  spurious authenticity together  with the power-relations presumably encoded in 

theirr  shallow, shimmering surfaces is, at least in Venezuela, a somewhat idle exercise. All that 

thesee so-called tradition s really encode is the gaze of the state at play with the glitzy, glittery 

surfacess of a make-believe nation. Where as in Venezuela, or, for  that matter  all over  Latin 

Americaa everything is more or  less unproblematically assumed as artifacts, including the nation, 

suchh demystificatory practices only make limited sense. Only where the self-identity and authen-

ticit yy of origins is invested with an unparalleled authority and where, therefore, returning "ad 

fontes""  is a means of restoring an original truth distorted by time or  the machinations of power 

doess it make sense to call attention to the inventedness of tradition s as an effective means to their 

debunking.277 The status that "traditions "  have in the Latin American, and, more specifically, 

27.11 am, of course, exaggerating for argumentative purposes, Venezuela, by no means has been exempted from the 
investmentt on self-identical origins that is the hallmark of nineteenth century forms of knowlege, such as historicism 
orr positivist sociology. In the next and final chapter of this dissertation I will , for example, allude to the investments 
inn autochtony that, in Venezuela, are still characteristic of diciplines such as anthropology or folklore. What I am 
claimingg here is that beyond certain institutional cultures and restrictive areas of knowledge, the emphasis on 
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Venezuelann practices of government is, of course, a highly vexed issue regarding which I cannot 

doo here more than offering a few impressionistic statements. Beyond that, what I need to do at 

thisthis point is to return to both the theater and historiography which, alluded earlier, I must now 

addresss in terms of their contribution to the kind of 'monumental governmentality' that has 

occupiedd much of my writing in the two preceding chapters. 

AsAs in 'History'  so too in the 'Theater' 

Inn this respect, the first thing to say is that these were the preeminent sites where an 

imaginaryy of notables was crafted and disseminated during the oligarchical period. In doing this 

bothh genres were only continuing tendencies originated at least since the moment of the 

revolutionaryy rupture against Spain; we have already seen some two decades before, between 

18100 and 1812, the fathers of the nation busily constituting themselves as the nation's virtuous 

representatives,, a task that was never bereft of historicizing implications. Nevertheless for 

reasonss having to do with the need to endow the new nation with a set of founding myths and 

legitimizingg fictions, it was during the period of the "conservative oligarchy" after 1830 and until 

18599 that the imaginary scene of a 'republic of notables' achieved its greater elaboration and 

consistencyy becoming more or less canonized with consequences that reach well into the present. 

Ass we recall it was in 1830 that, the wars already over, Venezuela became independent 

underr a highly restrictive form of polity with its elites eager to advertise themselves as the new 

nation'ss rightful representatives, a task never easy under the prevailing republicanism. For this 

purposee a whole range of contemporary representational practices were diligently enlisted. Yet as 

authenticityy and self-identity does not have in Venezuela, or, for that matter, in other Latin American nations 
anythingg like the overwhelming prestige which it still enjoys in other Western or non-Western societies as a nearly 
unchallengedd ideological framework, which individuals commonly use to make sense of their everyday experience. 
Thiss is not to say that Latin American societies are immune to the authority of origins. On the contrary, as I have 
extensivelyy argued throughout this dissertation, such an appeal is, indeed, constitutive for most forms of collective 
actionn in that part of the world, and especially so in Venezuela. Nevertheless, self-identity is not the primary way in 
whichh the term 'origins' is commonly understood. This is true, for example, of a contemporary political movement 
likee chavismo in Venezuela. Even if this movement invokes the authority of a certain past in order to legitimize its 
insistencee on refounding the republic, for the most part no museistic impulse is involved. The 'past' that is so 
ferventlyy invoked is not, in any way, a self-identical thing. What is at stake is, rather, a proceeding mythical moment 
off  undeterred creativity which the movement strives to reenact in the present: that when an assembled 'general will ' 
pressumablyy brought the nation along with all its main practices, values and institutions into being. 
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thee two sites where the imaginary of a "republi c of notables"  crystallized canonically, it was 

withinn historiography and the theater  that such elite aspirations achieved complete legitimacy. 

Sincee then, the representational strategies characteristic of both genres have not ceased to inform 

how,, to this day, in Venezuela the rulin g elites represent to themselves and to others their 

providentiall  role vis-a-vis the nation. 

Onee thing to notice is the extent to which each of these two genres where sites of and 

exchangee with the other, historicity and theatricality combining to produce the plots, claims, 

characterss or  situations that were characteristic of both historical plays and works of histori-

ography.. The inspiration for  all of this was Voltaire' s conception of history which, often unknow-

ingly,, had a large impact on the actions and self-representations of the main contemporary actors, 

amongg them Bolivar. Focused on a few chosen protagonists, Voltaire' s historiography seized on 

historyy as both the theatrical stage where his heroic 'tribunes' played out their  actions and 

passionss and as the lofty tribunal from where such actions, reasons and passions were to be 

judgedd by the audience. In all instances such a theatricalized historiography, characteristic of the 

Enlightenment,, sought to instruct its readership on the rational universal principles which 

informedd the historic process everywhere, working themselves through the variety of mores, 

geographiess and climates which, in all their  diversity, made up the totality of human experience 

(Castroo Leiva, 1985:66-76). 

Everyy time, it was a matter  of showing how the proper  subordination of the passions to 

reasonn was the means whereby historical progress came about. So crucial was for  this histor-

iographyy that such 'proper' relations were maintained, that their  overturning with the passions 

gainingg the upperhand was the favorite way which it had of accounting for  those times when 

thingss went wrong and "decadence"  happened. The 

greatnesss and decadence of a particular  nation, the physics of power, the causes for  the 

displacementt  of populations, the nature of industries (ibid). 

thesee were some of the subjects, which, accordingly, Volterian historiography consistently 

tackled.. In so doing, it always seized on the actions of particular  historical protagonists, which it 

craftil yy moulded so as to show how, in specific circumstances, reasons and the passions came to-
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getherr to shape particular institutions or historical events. 

Al ll  of this is to say that this sort of historiography had a strong aesthetic component, as 

welll  as an overridingly civic inspiration with a pantheon of heroes as both the republic's virtuous 

embodimentt and as the means whereby such a republic is brought into being. As Castro Leiva, on 

whomm the preceding considerations on Voltaire drew, puts it: 

Voltairee draws portraits, paintings of the aesthetic of the actions and of the passions. In 

thiss respect it is, oftentimes, the historian, that is to say, the artist, who is capable of 

immortalizingg the gray actors of history in all their obscurity. But it is not from such 

obscurityy from where the great works of history are born. These usually spring from the 

conjunctionn between the art of the historian and the éclat of the actions and passions that 

aree constitutive of the hero whose actions are being recreated (ibid:68). 

Ass in so many other things, in this also Volterian historiography did not stray far from the 

neoclassicall  aesthetics that was one of its main sources of inspiration. As the Italian art critic 

Rosarioo Assunto argues, something crucial separated the Neoclassical aesthetics of the eighteenth 

andd early nineteenth centuries from an earlier classicism, characteristic of both the renaissance 

andd baroque periods. Namely, what neoclassicism did with the 'beaux ideal', which it inherited 

fromfrom sixteenth century aesthetics while taking it from 

thee heaven of platonism to the land of history, configuring as a relation between nature 

andd history that which in the idealist aesthetic of the sixteenth century had been a relation 

betweenn nature and idea (Assunto, 1973:7-8 -- my translation). 

Hencee the centrality that the preeminent neoclassical art-theorist, Winckelmann, assigned to 

thee Ancients, in particular Greece, as models, which the moderns should imitate in their way to a 

virtuous,, civilized existence. The historical exemplarity of Greece issued, precisely, from its 

"historicall  primordiallity" as the site where 'nature' and Tüstory' first met. That is why theoretical 

neoclassicismm was so concerned with the passage from nature to history and civility . For 

Winckelmann,, "before history," 'beauty' and the 'ideal' were "much as in a chemical solution, widely 
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scatteredd in natural reality."  It is only with the passage to history which he primaril y understood as 

civilit yy that, through the medium of 'art' , such an 'ideal beauty' could lastingly crystallize: 

artt  brings about the crystallization of beauty freeing, to somehow say it, the idea from 

naturee (1990:89-90). 

Thatt  such a lasting crystallization could only be achieved in a 'civic'  context itself, moreover, 

organizedd as a 'republic'  was a tenet central not just to Winckelmann's aesthetic but to neoclassi-

cismm generally. Only within such a democratic form of organization did the educational resources 

andd civilizational values exist on which artists could draw in order  to install 'beauty' and the 

'ideal''  in all their  lawful universality, virtuous exemplarity as well as geometrical symmetry and 

simplicity. . 

Overlookingg all the aporias and equivocations entailed in this kind of thinking, where 

'being''  and 'doing', the 'constituted' and the 'constitutive' surreptitiously trade places, one thing 

thatt  should be immediately clear  are the strikin g parallels between the neoclassical artist and the 

republicann tribune which, so far, has occupied much of my writing . Just as through their 

demiurgicc interventions neoclassical artists installed beauty by "freeing (..) the idea"  that already 

existedd in a dispersed state in nature, thus giving it a lasting, universal form, so too did the 

tribuness with the republic. They, too, freed the "best self'  that was contradictoril y inscribed in 

everyonee within the natural 'state' embodying it within their  public selves as the virtuous para-

gonss that legislated the republic into being. It is not by chance, therefore, that neoclassicism was 

thee aesthetics of the French Revolution. From the start, this aesthetics invested the art-

ist/legislatorr  with attributes that were akin to those of a republican tribune. 

Inn other  words, turning artists into tribunes and tribunes into artists, the politics, 

historiographyy and aesthetics of the time placed such artist/tribune s at the center  of a virtuous, 

democraticc republic seen as the privileged site where in all its different versions the 'ideal'  may be 

freedd from nature and legislated into (historical) being. As, once again, Rossario Assunto notices, 

thee prevalent way in which, nowadays, the relations between 'aesthetics' and 'politics' are 

commonlyy understood is not the one that was prevalent during the times of the Enlightenment 

andd the French revolution. Whereas nowadays such relation is commonly grasped in largely 
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instrumentalistt  terms, with aesthetics being subordinated to the political, in that relatively recent 

pastt  the lines of causation went the other  way around. That is, with the aesthetic realm presiding 

overr  the political, itself understood as the shaping of a resilient 'nature' through the imposition of 

universall  forms. If 

thee agonistic (and consequently mimetic) rivalry  with Antiquit y (...) is in general 

foundationall  for  modern politics (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998a: 117), 

thiss is because, in its constitutive duel with Christian theocratic rule and the baroque, modernity 

constructedd for  itself a version of antiquity as the site where, for  the first time, such an aesthetic 

overdeterminationn of the world first  took place. Reenacting such a foundational moment is, in the 

lastt  instance the meaning that modern imitatio has in the "lati n countries"  where the "neo-

classicall  style"  was dominant along with 

thee political form that neoclassicism ended up giving to itself, that is to say, the 

republicann form (ibid: 118). 

AA Theatricalized History... 

Fromm the start, in Venezuela an intensely theatricalized historicity presided over  both 

locall  theater  and the writin g of history, with a pleiade of protagonists from the independence 

struggless figuring  as the virtuous, heroic tribunes that acted on the stage of History to bring about 

thee republic. Venezuelan republican historiography began with the main leaders of the wars 

eitherr  themselves writin g down the chronicle of their  own personal warlik e contributions to the 

causee of Independence or  having it written by others (Carrera Damas, 1980:177; Velasquez, 

1981:28).. This, according to Carrera, so as to justify the necessity of the wars and wean the 

commonn people away from their  presumably monarchical leanings (ibid), or, as is more likely, 

oncee the struggle was over, as a means for  the combatants to validate their  claims over  the new 

orderr  of things that was emergent from the wars. So popular  became this style of historiogra-

phicall  writin g that in his memoirs about the aftermath in the 1860s, i.e., many years after  the 

struggless for  Independence were already over, of the Federal wars in which he himself had been a 



participantt  Delfino Aguilera was able to refer 

too that overabundant harvest of generals who, frequently, upon arrivin g in Caracas had 

biographiess published about themselves, which nearly no one took seriously (Aguilera, 

1979:50). . 

Soo rich was the "harvest"  apparently at some point that one newspaper from Caracas ironically 

spokee of "..thi s week, so fertil e in the autobiographies of rural celebrities.."  (ibid: 136). Snide 

remarkss aside, what is important to notice here is the prestige that a certain genre of historiogra-

phicall  writing s must have enjoyed at the time for  a bunch of "rura l celebrities"  to feel the need to 

havee their  autobiographies written as a means of establishing their  rights over  the new situation 

afterr  the wars. 

Inn every case, in this genre of historiographical writing s it was a matter  of using history as 

thee scenario against which the heroic words, gestures and deeds of the protagonists could stand-

outt  as imposing, well sculpted monuments. Historical writin g was animated by the impulse"  on 

thee part of the writer  to "erect a historiographical monument to himself'  (Camera, 1980:179). It 

wass this sort of monumentalizing care for  one's own image that led no less than Jose Antonio 

Pezz to writ e his own autobiography, and the same may be said of similar  attempts by a series of 

Venezuelann rulers well into the twentieth century (ibid). Not just a theatrical stage, however, 

muchh as in Voltair e who exerted considerable influence on the first  generation of republicans, 

especiallyy Bolivar, and, through them, to a considerable extent on all the rest up to now recorded 

historyy was also the tribunal from which the readership/audience passed judgment on the hero, 

whosee actions and deeds were at any rate always already produced for  posterity and with such a 

readershipp in mind (Castro Leiva, 1985:68-69). From these attitudes and preoccupationŝ  

emergedd a 

historicall  style that still nowadays is in some sectors hegemonic. The heroic style, the 

statuesque.. A style, which is concerned with stamping over  the pages the glorious 

impetuosityy of the leaders, the gestures of the caudillos (Vetósquez, 1981:30 — my 

emphasis). . 
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Moree hegemonic perhaps than the author  seems to allow for  since even in his own writings, 

otherwisee often marked by an elegant lucidity , one can detect the insidious effects of the genre 

(see,, for  example, Velasquez, 1989). Perhaps it was the Argentinean Domingo Faustino Sarmie-

nto,, one of the towering intellectuals of nineteenth century Latin America and himself responsi-

blee for  the wide currency that the dichotomy 'civilization ' and 'barbarism' acquired in the writing s 

off  many authors throughout the continent who best defined how history was understood at the 

time: : 

Generall  history, as you well know, has its seat among the muses. (...) History is not, 

therefore,, the simple narration of the events; it is also one of the arts, and Just like 

statuary,statuary, it does not only copy the product of nature, but idealizes these products harmo-

niouslyy grouping them (Sarmiento in Velasquez, 1981:72 - my emphasis). 

Wee here once again witness, this time in the domain of history, that quintessentially neoclassical 

gesturee of freeing the 'Ideal'  from 'Nature' and ushering it into 'History' . Strongly neoclassical in 

bothh tone and style the first general history of Venezuela, originally published in 1841 Rafael 

Mari aa Baralt' s Resumen de la Historia de Venezuela drew on the personal memories of the 

combatantss as well as on such monumentalized personal histories in order  to compose his vast 

frascoo of the beginnings of the nation. 

Inn every case, beyond their  more pragmatic concerns all of these historiographical 

attemptss were means of assigning to the republic absolute foundations while, all along, rigidly 

demarcatingg a luminous republican present from a somber  colonial past mired in despotism and 

oppression.. Hence the systematic partitio n which this sort of history makes between, on the one 

hand,, a cast of virtuous, heroic protagonists, and, on the other, a few evil perpetrators whose 

actionss and machinations are bent on overturning the heroes' designs. While at the beginning the 

evill  ones were consistently Spaniards, depicted in quite somber  tones as unseemly, grotesque 

beings,, after  Venezuela became an independent nation the identities of the evildoers have 

changedd over  time. As Maria Elena Gonzalez De Lucca puts it, 

usedd as we are to repeating the ideas of a history which sometimes indulges in diatribe, 
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thee other  side of the coin of the historia patria has been constructed. If the latter  transmits 

aa reverential vision of the past based on the exaltation of the heroes, the former 

constitutess itself in a kind of great tribunal ready to collaborate in the construction of the 

galleryy of the antiheroes: Boves, Piar, P&ez, Guzmen, Gomez, etc (Gonzélez De Lucca, 

1994:131). . 

Too this day, it is not uncommon to run into historiographical writing s where, depending on the 

author'ss ideologies, one or  another  character  is picked-up from the historical record to bear  the 

burdenn of responsibility for  at any given time having diverted the Republic from the straight, 

narroww path to the luminous future that was promised to it by its founding fathers, especially 

Bolfvar.. All of which is, of course testimony to the persistence of the constraints that the Historia 

PatriaPatria that was elaborated all throughout Latin America in the nineteenth century continues to 

exertt  in the present (Harwich-Vallenilla , 1999:431-434). 

Inn what, to my knowledge, remains as the single attempt to take on Latin American nine-

teenthh century historiography as a whole, the Colombian historian German Colmenares has re-

markedd that the thematic insistence on absolute beginnings is pregnant with all sorts of 

consequences.. Among them, a writin g of history largely divorced from all immediate cultural and 

historicall  contexts and obsessively focused on the grandiose deeds and gestures of a few 

foundingg heroes. Colmenares' brief book is in many ways a valuable accomplishment, informed 

ass it is by insights drawn from the most recent literar y criticism and historiography from both 

Europee and the United States. Nevertheless in its attempt to account for  the reasons why this 

earlyy historiography presumably showed a nearly complete disregard of context he repeats some 

off  the prejudices crystallized in the very historiographical canon that he otherwise so insightfully 

analyzes.. Foremost among these the notion that such a disregard issued from the backwardness 

off  the post-colonial masses which, itself the result of centuries of colonial oppression, would 

havee led the early historians of the new Latin American republics to disregard the cultural 

realitiess inherited from the colonial past whose presence would have become increasingly 

"lurkin gg and insidious"  (Colmenares, 1987:23). 

Dependingg on one's point of view, these beginnings have proven either  auspicious or r 

inauspiciouss since to this day they have strongly inflected the writin g of history in Venezuela. To 
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thee point that, as the same Carrera Damas has also remarked, the strictures of a "Historia Patria" 

tirelesslyy bent on documentingg the bronze-like deeds of a few founding heroes and caudillos 

continuess to weigh disproportionately on Venezuelan historiography. So much so that entire 

"historicall  provinces" have until recently remained either unexplored or underdeveloped. Thus 

accordingg to Carrera, there is no adequate study of the "process whereby agrarian property was 

formed""  in Venezuela which calls attention to this property's "historical factors (...), its evolution 

andd overall orientation." Continuing with the catalogue of absences for which the overwhelming 

weightt that patriotic historiography has on the writing of history in Venezuela, Carrera adds the 

"historyy of slavery" or of "peonage" simply to illustrate the string of historiographical areas 

which,, at the time of his writing, remained virtually unexplored (Carrera Damas, 1961 :XLI-

XLII) .. Commenting on how the strictures of the nation's heroic historiographical canon continue, 

forr example, to inflect the historiography of the Independence period, Carrera insists that such a 

historyy is written much like the "biography of Bolivar" himself. It, in other words, 

followss the hero's vicissitudes, entering and exiting the national territory in his company, 

and,, what is more, attaches itself to the hero's horse as it ceaselessly traverses this 

territoryy whose historical provinces exit or enter history according to Bolivar's stay in 

themm (Carrera Damas, 1980:174). 

Whilee the preceding remark originally dates from 1968 when the book by Carrera where it 

appearss was originally published, what Gonzalez De Lucca had to say as recently as 1994 on 

HistoriaHistoria Patria's manichean tendencies which I quoted just a few pages ago suggests that, at least 

inn some respects, things have not changed all that much in the intervening years. This would 

remainn true even if, with the relatively recent professionalization of the historical profession in 

thee 1960s new areas of inquiry are increasingly added to the range of topics studied by academic 

historians.. So far, these contributions have not succeeded in changing the overall image of the 

pastt that, as a whole, the profession continues to both fashion and project. 

Inn other words, meritorious as some of these attempts are, by and large to this day 

academicc history has not succeeded on breaking free from the established historiographical 

canon.. Transmitted to the general public since the beginnings of the nation by means of educa-
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tionall  institutions, public ceremonial, iconographic representations, academie and civic associa-

tions,, popularizing treatises (Harwich Vallenilla, 1999:432-437), and, nowadays, through media 

suchh as radio and television, such historiographical canon is itself responsible for  the dominant 

overarchingg image of the nation's past as a saga of irrepressible state-centralization presided over 

byy the struggles of notables, heroes and caudillos. With some recent, quite partial exceptions, 

suchh totalizing image looms large over  virtuall y all of the writin g of history in Venezuela, 

includingg those academic attempts, which either  circumvent it or  simply take this image for 

grantedd while pursuing their  more specialized interests. 

Thee centrality of this historiography for  the nation's self-image is such that it remains as 

thee main repository of symbolic and discursive forms out of which the very identity of the 

Venezuelann political subject is ongoingly made. It is the very insistence with which the dominant 

historiographicall  canon is ongoingly passed on to the public by both state and private institutions 

thatt  is largely responsible for  the shape of this subject as a tribunal figure ceaselessly calling the 

people/nationn into being. An indoctrination, I might add, that does not neglect forms of 

transmissionn such as school commemorations and other  forms of enforced public and private 

behaviorr  where the ritual  molding of bodily dispositions and demeanors is urgently at stake. 

Needlesss to say, to whoever  listens all of this speaks loudly about the persistence of an 

impeccablyy neoclassical heritage. This would be true even if such a heritage is indeed ongoingly 

inflectedd by its reception within signifying chains where the received tribunal signifiers are 

seizedd and modified by unprecedented cultural meanings or  the imperatives issuing from prag-

maticc political contexts. As a result republican tribunes change historically, their  lofty figures for 

examplee weighed down by all sorts of 'popular'  accretions taken on by such tribunes as they 

agonisticallyy turn themselves before their  audiences into the sites of an impossible reconciliation 

andd exchange between the particular  and the universal. 

Neverthelesss even in the public persona of such a 'populist'  leader  as Hugo Chavez, the 

latestt  Venezuelan president, the marks of such a neoclassical heritage are unmissable. They are, 

forr  example, discernible in the highly tribunal , declamatory inflections of his oratorical style, or 

inn the ideology of the political movement that he represents bent, as it is, on refounding all 

aspectss of the nation by means of a constitutionalism declaring tabula rasa on whatever  was there 
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before.. No matter how interspersed with colloquialisms, allusions to banal everyday occurrences 

orr even obscene references, in and of themselves the tribunal moments in Chavez's style offer 

amplee proof of the persistence of a certain neoclassical heritage. And, in any case, such a style is 

nothingg but the articulation of both 'prosaic' and 'sublime' moments, combined in precise ways by 

thee speaker. Far from contradicting them, such sublime neoclassical moments gain their efficacy 

preciselyy from their interaction with the other, more prosaic ones in what amounts to a specific, 

mass-mediatizedd inflection of the peculiar way that the Venezuelan 'tribunes' have of balancing 

thee universal with the particular. 

Togetherr with the ideology of the movement that he represents, Chavez's style provides 

compellingg contemporary evidence of the relative inability of nineteenth century romanticism to 

eitherr modify or supplant a neoclassical heritage, which, to this day, remains the repository from 

wheree virtually all the forms of the polity are more or less distantly drawn. This would be true 

evenn if, as it is necessarily the case, such forms are quite drastically changed and even rendered 

bizarree by the borrowing. In this regard the common assertion, often found in writings about 

literaturee and the arts, that all throughout the nineteenth century romanticism and neoclassicism 

coexistedcoexisted in Venezuela and all across Latin America as parallel aesthetic traditions is, at best, 

inexact.. While it is certainly true that the advent of romanticism did not mean neoclassicism's 

goingg away, the word coexistence does not adequately describe the relations between the two 

traditions.. Rather than coexistence it is better to talk of overdetermination, with neoclassicism 

decidedlyy providing the enduring frame within which, all throughout the century, the 'romantic 

subject'' was forced to express itself. 

Ass a result, the chances for such a subject to either blossom or simply develop were quite 

inexistent.. I have pointed out how, in the early costumbrista literature, such a 'romantic' subject 

wass a contrived elite pedant, whose puritanical glare, formulaic didacticism and icy sarcasm 

consistentlyy dissolved all the new nation's constituted forms and identities. While costumbrismo 

wass a distinctt genre made up of brief literary texts often appearing in local periodicals and other 

publications,, costumbrista moments punctuate many of the other contemporary discursive forms 

includingg theater and historiography. Whenever such moments come up in both plays and 

historicall  writings, they usually signal those occasions when their tribunes/protagonists deign to 
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lookk at the nation. But these contrived moments of subjective expression were neither  the only 

norr  the more frequent way in which something like a romantic subjectivity manifested itself in 

thesee works. 

Literar yy critics often identify the solemn, declamatory tone and style that is characteristic 

off  the tribune/protagonists of many nineteenth century plays, novels and works of historiography 

ass "romantic "  while all along insisting, however, on how far  such a romanticism was from much 

off  what went on by that name at the same time in Europe. In other  words nothing or  next to 

nothingg in Venezuela, or, for  that matter, in other  Latin American nations of the "agony"  (Mari o 

Praz,, 1968), inner  turmoil and sheer  troublin g uncanniness which, at least in its most interesting 

moments,, in Europe set romanticism apart as a distinctive aesthetic movement. It is true that 

betweenn the kind of subjective expression that was common in the plays and historical writing s 

fromfrom  the oligarchical period and the neoclassic talking-symbols from the time of the declaration 

off  Independence some distance has been traversed. By-and-large the tribune/protagonists from 

thee later  period were not just mouthpieces for  some abstract, virtuous ideals but were relatively 

moree individualized characters with the marks of individual intent and resolve somehow 

discerniblee in the folds of their  overwhelmingly legalistic, declamatory style. 

Nevertheless,, such a "romantic "  subjectivity did not stray from a few set patterns, which 

rigidlyrigidly  prescribed what such tribunal protagonists should at any moment feel, wish or  express, 

moldingg their  very bodies and gestures as templates where the ideal of a virtuous republic could 

bee appropriately expressed. This meant that beyond those few occasions when these noble 

characterss contemptuously stared at the nation, covering it with their  icy sarcasm, in Venezuela 

andd Latin America generally romantic expression was inflected by the neoclassical heritage to 

which,, from the start, the nation's and the continent's 'tribunes' were compelled to adapt their 

expression.. Javier  Sasso's observations on how, all throughout Latin America, the nineteenth 

centuryy reception of romanticism was everywhere filtered or  mediated by the various local 

writers''  aesthetic predilections and concerns are in this regard quite revealing. According to Sasso 

suchh a mediation so thoroughly inflected the romanticism that was borrowed from Europe that, 

evenn if this is what is usually done, to insist on calling 'romantic'  the "literatur e of ideas"  that 

everywheree in Latin America was produced between the "decline"  of the neoclassicism of the 
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"periodd of the emancipation" and the emergence of "positivism" towards the end of the 

nineteenthh century can be seriously misleading (Sasso, 1994:74). 

Sassoo formulates his doubts about the appropriateness of thee label by asking what is it 

thatt was borrowed and what "minimize(d) or overlook(ed)" of the romantic literature that at the 

timee was being written in France, "the metropolitan milieu" which Latin Americans universally 

regardedd as "the superior model of culture" (ibid:75). Thus, according to him, among the most 

influentiall  writers "only rarely" does one 

findd the names of those that took the romantic experience to the various extremes of 

romanticc divagation, self-dissolving irony, incipient expressionism or sacralization of the 

art""  (ibid). 

Onn the other hand, the "names" that were actually "present" strongly suggest just how misleading 

thee label 'romanticism' can be for the kind of aesthetic expression that was typical of Latin 

Americaa throughout the entire nineteenth century. Indeed, these names are those of writers, 

which,, like Lamartine, Chateaubriand or Hugo, all had in common having been "parliamentary 

orators."orators." In Sasso's words, 

oncee and again one may verify that the spirit of the receiving milieu tended to identify the 

poeticallyy "sublime" with the eloquence of the assemblies" (ibid:75 - emphasis and 

translationn are mine). 

Moreover,, not only was the "reception of the romantic universe quite selective" but it was 

alsoo not uncommon for the "attitude" which writers had towards this "universe" to be "dis-

tanced,""  occasionally even turning "into an explicit confrontation" (ibid:76). It is considerations 

suchh as these that lead Sasso to conclude that 

thee understanding of the literary text that these writers have was the continuation of the 

enlightenmentenlightenment conception, with its eagerness to serve both truth and the useful (ibid:79). 
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Justt  how great the continuity with this earlier  traditio n was may be gauged from the realization 

that,, according to Sasso, not even that aspect of the French romantic repertoire towards which 

Latinn American writer s were most inclined, i.e., the "eloquence of the assemblies,"  may be 

unproblemmaticallyy characterized as properly 'romantic' . This because far  from corresponding to 

thatt  of actual assemblies which, at the time, "may not have even been around,"  this eloquence 

wass borrowed whole from the transcription of "parliamentar y debates"  or, if not, from the 

"mentionedd History of Lamartine."  In consequence, the "eloquence"  that was so characteristic of 

thee "politica l romanticism"  of the Latin American writer s and politicians of the time (not 

infrequentlyy they were both) amounted to "a deliberately assumed model" As such, it 

continues,, without any apparent rupture, an intellectual and affective line rooted in 

renaissancee and neoclassical culture—namely that of the ideology and the rhetoric of the 

ancientancient civic republicanism, which, after  having reached its climax with Mirabeau or 

Bonaparte,, was a notable ingredient of the Spanish American emancipation, had a stellar 

momentt  in the texts of Bolivar, and was thus able to continue nourishing ~ now with 

otherr  heroes than those found in Plutarch, the discursive gesture of the succeeding 

generationss (ibid:86 -- my translation). 

Onn account of its relevance both for  the overall argument of this dissertation, as well as 

forr  the most specific one concerning the relations between 'romanticism' and 'neoclassicism' in 

Venezuelaa and Latin America generally which I make in these and the following pages, it is 

importantt  to quote the author's conclusions at some length: 

...itt  is therefore possible to state that what is most significant about "tru e political 

romanticism""  is not found in its belonging to the romantic universe, but in having contin-

uedued and reelaborated a previous tradition, which on the one hand gives rise to an exalted 

civicc discourse, where a public man can say of himself "I  am an idea that walks 

triumphantl yy towards the capitol of freedom," or  a political group can present itself as 

endowedd with "th e cleanest hands and the most unassailable foreheads;"  at the same time 

that,, as a complement, that kind of textual production becomes favored that, in a rapt of 
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enthusiasm,, Rodó could call "active, virile, militant tendency, didactic in its highest 

sense",, or, taking up words from Felix Frias, "citizenship in poetry, art, literature." And, 

beyondd the mutation of its contents, the fortune of its projects or the authenticity of its 

manifestations,, it could even be thought that-differently than the neoclassic and romantic 

aestheticss through which it went through—that tradition has not yet expired (ibid:86-87 — 

myy translation). 

Nott only has it not expired but, as I try to show in this dissertation, laden with all sorts of 

momentouss societal and political consequences such a "tradition" has itself crystallized as an 

enduringg form of governmentality. One which only recently, under the most intense globalizing 

pressures,, shows any signs of changing into something else. But that belongs to another chapter, 

thee last, devoted to the Maria Lionza possession cult and to the habit its members have of reciting 

thee tradition while serially tuning into an ever-expanding serial array of globalized spirits. For 

noww I just wish, once again, to underscore the tendency which under any kind of close analytical 

scrutinyy the nineteenth century romantic subjects from Latin America have of turning out as 

neoclassicallyy "eloquent" tribunes, complete with cheering republican "assemblies" included. 

Returningg now to my argument after Sasso's insightful aside, to talk about the "neoclas-

sic""  overdetermination of Venezuela's "romantic" tribunes is, among other things, to say that 

beyondd those 'costumbrista' moments when their attention was drawn to the nation's unseemly 

vistas,, theirs was the relentless solemnity of actors with the gaze glued on capitalized History as 

thee tribunal from where their actions and deeds were to be judged by the public. The reason for 

thiss programmed, undeterred solemnity in other words was no other than the persistence of a 

neoclassicall  heritage acting as the all encompassing frame within which any so-called self-

expressionn was ineluctably encased. 

II  use the term frame literally. It has been said, for example, that even if in nineteenth 

centuryy Latin America a local version of romanticism increasingly came to dominate all the other 

arts,, all throughout that time public architecture nevertheless remained overwhelmingly neoclas-

sical.. Although to my knowledge no one has called attention to this, one consequence of such an 

stylisticc persistence is that, with their make-believe facades filled with "Greek" and "Roman" 

colonnades,, what the scenarios within which the romantic national subjects from Latin America 
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hadd to act their  parts in some ways resembled more was some Hollywood blockbuster  set in 

Antiquity .. Even if in Venezuela a war-ravaged economy meant that not until the 1870s or  80s 

wouldd the state initiat e any program of public works deserving of the name, the architecture of 

thee mind was nevertheless firml y in place. Much like memory-palaces, the settings that the 

nation'ss romantic subjects imagined for  themselves as the frames within which their  actions and 

projectss were to unfold retained all the forbiddin g severity that one commonly associates with a 

Romann forum or  a Greek agora. Hence the constipated, didactic grandiloquence of their 

expressionn which, if I  am allowed the neologism, was a kind of 'neoclassical romanticism' for  the 

mostt  part custom-made to fit  the ideological self-representation which the nascent nation-states 

off  the area had of themselves. One in which, once again, these nation-states invariably pictured 

themselvess as austere "Roman"  polities that, in all the lawful severity of their  sculptural and 

architecturall  design, stoically bore the brunt of the "barbarous' crowds outside pushing to break 

in.. If such a self-representation was prevalent in most Latin American nations, the more so in 

Venezuelaa were, for  all the argued historical reasons, the locals showed such a keen predilection 

forr  the "French repertoire." 

Butt  going back for  a moment to the subject that both historiography and the theater, as 

welll  as a welter  of other  contemporary genres, constituted as a hybrid made of both neoclassical 

andd romantic components, there is an analogy, which comes to my mind. That of a tiny, fragile 

creaturee trapped within a huge, oversized armature, which, although protective, nevertheless con-

strainss its movements and initiatives, setting clear  limit s to what at any time it can either  do or 

become.. Whatever  its appropriateness, such an analogy at least has the merit of calling attention 

too the precise ways in which the ' and the 'gigantic'  interacted in the historical plays and 

historiographicall  works that were written during the first few decades of the nation. One general 

characteristicc of the autobiographical histories that the heroes or  would-be heroes wrote or  had 

otherss writ e or  ghostwrite for  themselves about their  accomplishments during the wars, their  epic 

deedss ready to be cast in bronze or  stone, was their  strongly teleological character. 

Thatt  is, no matter  how much they exalted their  warlike, militar y deeds, these 'histories' 

alwayss placed their  heroes in a teleological path to a virtuous civility . Indeed, the official reason 

whyy in the first  place these 'paragons' of republican virtu e took up arms was in order  to institute a 
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lawful,, democratic polity against the 'tyrannical' designs of the Spaniards. It is certainly a 

simplificationn to align the 'neoclassical' and the 'romantic' respectively with the 'public and the 

monumental,, on the one hand, and the 'private' and the 'individual', on the other. Both aesthetic 

expressionss have been connected with both sides of the equation, with 'romanticism' inspiring 

collectivee movements of national affirmation and 'neoclassicism' allowing for some forms of 

individualizedd expression, especially in its emphasis on 'grace which, together with the 'sublime', 

weree the two poles around which the aesthetics of the movement pivoted (Assunto, 1973:17-18). 

Neverthelesss there is a crucial sense in which, at least in Venezuela, neoclassicism was 

and,, no matter in how modified a form, in many ways continues overwhelmingly to be the 

aestheticss of political rule, as such intimately connected to the monumentalization of the state. 

Onn the other hand, one might say that in Venezuela 'romanticism' arrived after 1830 together 

withh the nation, as a means of somehow expressing such a nation along with the subjectivity of 

itss citizens as somehow separate from the state. In a complicated way this would be true even if, 

ass I have argued, such an expression was from the beginning enveloped and inflected by an all-

encompassingg neoclassical severity. So inflected, indeed, that to talk of 'public' and 'private' 

domainss in nineteenth century Venezuela, and, even nowadays, as if they were objectively exist-

ingg entities, separate from each other, is quite problematic. For the most part, the significance of 

whateverr counted as either 'public' or 'private' was assigned rhetorically, in terms of their 

inclusionn within discursive strategies aimed at establishing the actors' claims in certain contested 

arenass where power and authority were crucially at stake. While this has been true everywhere it 

iss more obviously so in Venezuela where the boundaries between these two domains were and 

stilll  remain more or less self-evidently porous and where, often flagrantly, the meanings attached 

too each are always tinged with a tremoring uncertainty. 

Anotherr way of saying all this is by means of the distinction that Susan Stewart makes 

betweenn the 'miniature' and the 'gigantic'. As used by Stewart, 

thee miniature is (..) a metaphor for the interior space and time of the bourgeois subject. 

Analogouslyy the gigantic is (..) a metaphor for the abstract authority of the state and the 

collectivee public life (Stewart, 1984:XH). 
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Inn line with Stewart's use, the 'gigantic'  may be said to correspond to the neoclassical aesthetic 

which,, in a variety of genres and singularly so in the theater  and historiography, monumentalized 

thee founding heroes of the nation to the point of sculpting them as so many imposing statues of 

republicann virtue. During the period of the conservative oligarchy an incipient romanticism 

begann however  to somewhat nuance and mollify such a monumentalizing rhetoric as a means, I 

propose,, of somehow insinuating the supple 'civility '  of the hero, his 'modern' subjectivity 

hesitantlyy expressing itself from within the oversized neoclassical caparison inside which it, 

nevertheless,, remained ineluctably trapped or, less dramatically said, enveloped. 

Thee significance of my analogy likening the romantic "I "  of the heroes/tribunes of the 

conservativee oligarchy to some 'miniature' , underdeveloped being making its first , quite tentative 

stabss at self-expression from within the 'gigantic'  neoclassical armours where it is enclosed, and 

whichh it does not dare to even momentarily take-off, should be clear  by now. Historians often 

commentt  ironically on anecdotes about Jose Antonio P£ez where this ruler, whose presence casts 

suchh a long shadow over  the entire period of the conservative oligarchy, appears performing such 

uncharacteristicallyy heroic deeds as singing opera or  acting in Shakespeare's Otelo in his own 

haciendaa before a clapping audience of admirers (Azparren Giménez, 1997:80). The smirk 

speakss eloquently about the success of the dominant historiographical canon where the oversized, 

'masculine''  heroes and caudillos of the past hardly ever  show-up performing such miniature-like, 

'feminine''  activities like acting or  dancing. Especially, I might add, in the case of someone like 

P£ez,, the "Centaur  of the Plains,"  who from his lowly origins gained worldly prominence by 

workingg his way up through the ranks of the patriot armies. In such cases any sign of 'feminized' 

cultivationn is invariably put down to pretense. Or, if not, to the characteristic mal adroitness of a 

peasantt  who, in tryin g to gain approval by mimicking the manners of the non-militar y urban 

elitess of his times, could not but have shown himself ridiculous. A bull in a china shop, that is, at 

anyy point capable of showing his true colors by bringing the entire glass-ware crashing down 

withh a single awkward movement of either  hands or  feet. 

More,, however, than any presumed uncouthness what, in all these cases, dictates the 

contemporaryy historian's inabilit y to grant any dignity or  credibilit y to these kinds of recorded 

deedss from the past is the entrenched historiographical prejudice according to which the 
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tribune/heroess from that past were supposed to be consistently monumental in an oversized, 

declamatoryy sort of way. So much so that something which never fails to startle readers is when 

inn one or another writing the figure of, for example, Bolivar is occasionally insinuated pouring 

sweett nothings in the ears of some refined upper-class lady or participating in some elegant 

societyy ball in the company of other members of the elite. Even if Bolivar's reputation as a prodi-

giouss seducer and lover, his skills as a consummate dancer well versed in all the arts of the salon, 

orr his inveterate habit of peppering all his private conversations with one or another 

unpublishablyy colorful expression are well documented, these are precisely the facts which a 

hagiographicc historiography consistently bypasses in its single-minded attempt to freeze for 

posterityy an statuesque image of the hero caught in a tribunal gesture of selfless neoclassical 

austerity. . 

Meanwhilee someone like Jose Antonio Paez who, like many others at the time, wrote his 

autobiographyy as a means of monumentalizing himself for posterity, clearly did not see any dis-

crepancyy between his oversized public persona and his more supple performance as a cultivated, 

evenn refined 'private' citizen eager to variously shine in the civil society of his day. His public 

memoirss craftily document his career as a virtuous warrior of the republic impatient to lay down 

hiss weapons and embrace the abstract republican laws of which he himself was, needless to say, 

thee most virtuous paragon. Of the public image which he constructs through his autobiographical 

writingss may be said what Paez himself wrote about Soublette, an independence general which 

hee backed for the presidency in one of those electoral processes in which he did not participate 

himselff  but over which he kept a close watch as the new republic's main tutelary force: 

forr patriotic reasons a military man, he was someone who completely subordinated him-

selff  both to thee discipline of civilit y and the laws of the republic (Paez, 1990:240). 

Inn other words, much like Paez himself, an exemplary representative whose credentials as a bona 

fidefide republican with no taste for the excesses of military rule were indisputable. To establish such 

immaculatee credentials was especially urgent at a time when "the defenders of a civilian form of 

power"power" were confronting the ambitions of military elements eager to cash in on their services 

duringg the wars (ibid). 
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Yet,, rather  than contradicting it, the supposed quirk s of individual behavior  were part and 

parcell  of the romantic expressiveness, which, after  the establishment of the nation, came both to 

nuancee and modulate the official neoclassical rhetoric. While, to this day, this rhetoric remains as 

thee overarching aesthetic framework within which all forms of 'public'  and 'private' authority are 

overwhelminglyy cast, its romantic modulation gave the national political subject the modicum of 

flexibilit yy and suppleness which it needed to perform in the new nation's emergent civil society, 

thee various 'civic'  arenas from "commercial"  to "scientific"  associations where this nation's 

tribuness now had to perform. The outcome of such a modulation is what I here call the 'miniatur -

izationn of the gigantic', a process whereby the monumental shrinks to the size of the miniatur e 

while,, nonetheless, somehow never  shedding those distinctive signs enabling the audience to 

identifyy the whole process as distinctively make-believe. In other  words, to perceive the 

gigantismm of the state shining right through the intimate, cameo-like scenes of a nascent civility . 

Returningg for  one moment to Jose Antonio P£ez, one other  image that comes to mind 

whenn thinkin g about the romanticized neoclassicism of his public persona, the peculiar  ways in 

whichh his personal style combined both the 'miniature ' and the 'gigantic'  is that of a giant 

crouchedd inside a doll-house, huge hands holding the tiny, delicate porcelain and cutlery that 

creditedd him as bona fide member of the "bourgeois"  republic which he did so much to install. 

Yet,, far  from disingenuous or  ridiculous, such a miniaturizatio n of the gigantic after  all may have 

beenn the whole or  nearly the whole point of the representational strategies that where undertaken 

duringg the period of the establishment of the nation. A matter, in other  words, of constructing the 

imaginaryy of the recently instituted republic as a collection of 'civic'  heroes or  monumentalized 

notabless which, looming high way upp above the polity, is the self-enclosed, tightly sealed domain 

wheree such a republican polity achieves legitimate political representation. 

Ass I will shortly suggest, it was not long before the fragility  of such a collection was 

exposed,, calling for  the supplement capable of once again makingg it whole after  having its 

integrityy shattered in the wake of quite turbulent events. Nevertheless the representational 

strategiess on which such an imaginary was contingent proved long-lasting, bequeathing to 

posterityy time-honored ways of constituting the public identities of the nation's exemplary 

representatives.. In the final chapter  of this dissertation the occasion will arise of witnessing 
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living/deadd proof of this persistence among, of all places, the contemporary members of a spirit 

possessionn cult in Venezuela. Unlikely as it may seem, nearly two hundred years after the 

imaginaryimaginary of a collection of'notables' was first installed, it finds itself distantly realized in an 

"exotic""  locale, among the slum-dwelling membership of the Maria Lionza cult who objectify the 

cult'ss spirits as an open-ended collection of monumentalized busts. Serially displayed along a 

seriess of descending steps in the domestic altars of the cult, the small and brightly colored busts 

off  the cult's spirits distinctly recall the statues of the nation's 'civic' and 'military' heroes in 

Venezuela'ss squares and other public places. As the next chapter will further clarify, in and of it-

selff  this provides striking evidence of the resilience of the kind of imaginary that has been the 

focuss of this section, this time somewhat perversely reenacted by the very destitute constituency 

onn the backs of which it in the first place was erected. 

Butt returning to the first stages of such an erection in the first few decades of the 

nineteenthh century, in every case it entailed the downsizing of the larger-than-life military heroes 

thatt had fought and won the wars against Spain. This in order to once again reduce them to the 

civilit yy in the name of which the wars of independence where, in the first place, fought and that 

wass now adequate to a would-be bourgeois society striving to find its place in the "civilized 

concertt of nations" where, at the time, the commercial and political interests of England, France, 

and,, increasingly, the United States loomed so large. In some ways it was all a matter of returning 

too the monumentalized austerity of the neoclassical tribunes that some two decades before, in 

1810-12,, had first declared independence against Spain. Only that after the wars and their 

dangerouss inheritance of militaristic rule, such a return could not content itself with reenacting 

thee sober republican monumentality of the period immediately before the wars. For reasons 

havingg to do both with the just mentioned downsizing, as well as with the requirements of the 

nascentt bourgeois civility , the representational practices that were characteristic of the period of 

thee 'conservative oligarchy' all procured the "miniaturization of the gigantic" that was mentioned 

above.. Hence the characteristic concoction of 'neoclassicism' and 'romanticism' that was so 

characteristicc of these practices, particularly of historiography and the theater. 

Thee combined result of all of these representational practices was the construction of an 

imaginaryimaginary of notables as a self-contained collection where, in strictly symbolic terms, all of its 
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memberss were ultimately equal. Symbolically, that is to say, ultimately none of these notables 

stoodd over  or  was superior  to the others, even if in actual practical terms some, indeed, wielded 

moree political and economic power  than the rest. Such was the case, for  example, with Jose 

Antonioo Paez. Even if his contemporaries profusely celebrated his figure as an elevated paragon 

off  republican virtue, in the last instance the abstract stuff that he so effectively represented and 

embodiedd was not of a different kind than the one that was found in all the other  notables. No 

especiall  attribute, in other  words, marked him as superior  or  transcendent to the rest. Rather  than 

qualitativee the differences between him and all the others were at the most quantitative: a matter 

off  his ability to embody more of the same abstract universality that, as an exchange value, was 

equallyy present in all of the other  exemplary representatives. 

Itt  was precisely this abstract exchangeability which made of each of the nation's 

exemplaryy representatives members of a discreet collection, itself composed of other  such 

memberss made of a similar  'stuff and kept as a distinctive set by the social and institutional 

mechanisms,, the theatrical machinery, which set the collection apart from the rest of society. 

Thuss set aside from the rest of society as a discreet, self-contained collection of virtuous 

representatives,, the Venezuelan tribunes collectively embodied and manifested the universal laws 

off  the republic. And since what these laws in turn presumably codified was no other  than the na-

tion'ss general will , it was ultimately nothing less than this will that the Venezuelan tribunes 

exemplarilyy embodied and represented on stage. It was to this very collective wil l that they, in 

otherr  words, gave body by means of their  very own bodies, words, gestures, and overall 

demeanorr  which, as a result, were publicly reified as this will' s necessary, lawful manifestation 

onn the lit stage of the polity. 

Theree was one other  characteristic of the historiography written both during the years of 

thee independence struggles and the period of the conservative oligarchy that strongly contributed 

too this sense of parity among equals. Namely, that even if the different personal histories of the 

'civil ''  and 'military ' heroes somehow gravitated around Simon Bolivar  as the paramount leader  of 

thee wars, at the time his figure did not have anything like the nearly superhuman, transcendent 

statuss that it would increasingly enjoy since the 1840s on when his remains were first  repatriated 

fromfrom  Colombia in the wake of a heated political campaign. Less the demigod that he would 
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eventuallyy become in the 1870s and 80s, when during the Guzman regime the cult of Bolivar 

becamee the state cult that it is still today, the status of Bolivar was more that of a primus inter 

pares.pares. And even that became dubious in the decade after Bolivar's expulsion in 1830 from 

Venezuelaa to Colombia, when local historiography was distinctively invested in emphasizing the 

impeccablee republican credentials of the different republican tribunes as largely interchangeable 

paragonss of a universally abstract republican virtue. 

„.and„.and a Historical Theater 

AA few comments of the theater of the years between 1830 and 1859, during which the 

figuree of Paez presided over Venezuelan politics, will drive home further the extent to which the 

constructionn of the political imaginary as a self-contained collection of notables representing the 

neww nation's general will was a self-conscious, deliberate program, one that in its calculated use 

off  such powerful pedagogical means as education or the theater sought to reach nothing less than 

thee population as a whole. I have mentioned that since the days of the declaration of inde-

pendencee the theater was explicitly hailed by the patriotic leadership as a school of citizen virtue, 

ass such charged with instilling republican values on everyone regardless of any differences in 

wealthh or status. Given how urgent it was at the time to construct a separate sphere of representa-

tionn capable of defusing the masses tendency to "instantly represent themselves," it is not surpris-

ingg the preeminence that was assigned to the theater as perhaps the new republic's foremost 

ideologicall  state apparatus. For reasons that have already been given, itself inherently theatrical 

suchh an urgent task in some crucial ways made of the (bourgeois) theater and of a thoroughly 

theatricalizedd politics (and historiography) largely interchangeable enterprises. Indeed, the theat-

ricalrical paradigm that I articulated at the end of chapter five should have suggested how much at the 

timee both stages, the theatrical and the political, were mirror reflections of each other mutually 

reinforcingg one another engaged, as they both were, in the complementary tasks of creating a 

separatee sphere of representation while disciplining the public as a passive spectatorship intently 

gazingg at it. 

Iff  anything, such a dual task did not lose any of its urgency or prestige in the decades after 

thee actual establishment of the nation, in 1830; it is not surprising, therefore, if during this time 
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thee theater  became such an important public activity actively promoted, diligently censored in 

advancee and scrupulously monitored or  supervised by the state. All throughout the nineteenth 

centuryy several of the major  Venezuelan cities saw the construction of one major  theater, with 

Caracass taking the lead with the inauguration in 1854 of the Teatro Caracas. Coming in the 

wakee of other  failed projects, this theater  finally decorously met what was expected of a 

"modern""  bourgeois establishment of this sort at the time (Azparren Giménez, 1997:82-83). A 

secondd landmark in the local history of the theater  was the Teatro Guzmen Blanco, which opened 

inn 1881 to become "th e Great Temple of the opera and of high official culture at the time" 

(ibid:83).. Of the two establishments, with its 1.803 square meters and its "capacity forr  1,300 

spectators""  the "spectacular  building"  of the Teatro Guzmen Blanco was clearly the most impres-

sivee (ibid:83-84). 

Nevertheless,, as the following passage suggests, already the inauguration of the earlier 

TeatroTeatro Caracas in 1854 gives an idea of the extraordinary significance that was attached to the 

theaterr  locally: 

inn a city with a precarious urban development, since it did not have cemetery, market, 

regularlyy paved streets, or  public lighting, with its "modest and showy exterior"  the 

TeatroTeatro Caracas introduced artificia l lighting by gas and had the first  modern stage 

machineryy (ibid:83 — my translation). 

Besidess these two major  theaters, with a population of around 60.000 inhabitants the city had five 

otherr  establishments where plays were presented regularly (ibid:84). Even if in absolute numbers 

thiss all may sound unimpressive, in light of the nation's depleted population, disrupted sociality 

andd greatly weakened economy as a result of the wars the accomplishment was nothing short of 

remarkable.. And with titles such as The Nineteenth of April  or a True Patriot and The Action of 

AraureAraure (an important belie episode during the wars of Independence), any cursory consideration 

off  the repertoire of the historical plays written and produced by Venezuelans during these years 

wil ll  confirm that, at the time, the local theater's main concerns were not dissimilar  to those of 

historiography.. That is, monumentalizing the nation's exemplary tribunes by magnifying their 

warlik ee heroic deeds while,, all along, emphasizing their  selfless subjection to the abstract laws of 
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thee republic. 

Thee extent to which the local theater was a strategic official concern is amply confirmed 

byy The rules of police for the theater of this capital, published in 1834 in Caracas, or  the Rules 

andand regulations agreed by the Municipal Council on July 7, 1836 (Galindo, 2000:8). A brief 

glancee at some of the dispositions contained in any of these two legal codifications, especially in 

thee former, amply demonstrates the resolve of the political authorities to regulate an activity, 

whichh a welter of contemporary evidence suggests was widely perceived to be vital to the 

interestss of the state. More specifically, some of these dispositions clearly reveal the extent to 

whichh the twin objectives of the theatrical paradigm which I formulated at the end of chapter five 

of,, on the one hand, disciplining the audience by immobilizing it as a passive spectatorship 

focusedd on the stage of the polity, and, on the other, constructing a sealed domain of 

representationn by monumentalizing the nation's exemplary tribunes right on this polity's very 

stagee were explicitly assumed by the republican leadership of the time as what they indeed were, 

i.e.,, crucial affairs of the state. 

Concerningg the disciplining of the public by means of its immobilization as an audience, 

aa number of the articles in both codifications leave littl e doubts as to how much this was an 

explicitt goal for the political authorities at the time. For example article 8 from the 1836 

Municipall  Council regulations, which forbid any 

unkemptt or inebriated persons from wandering through the courridors of the theater-

boxess or walking into those that are empty. The same rules will be observed in the pit 

(ibid:311 « my translation). 

Thee same may be said of articles 4, 5, 7, 9 or 12 of the Rules of police from 1834. Reminiscent of 

thee articles in the Constitution denying the capacity of any collective entity to interpellate 

Congress,, taken as a whole these articles from the police regulations for the local theater clearly 

demonstratee the official wil l to impede any human agglomeration from collecting either at the 

entrancee of the theater or within the foyer while, all along, orderly moving every single member 

off  the audience all the way from the entrance to their assigned individual seats inside the theater 

(ibid:31-43). . 
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Thus,, while the local police forcefully dissuaded all passers-by from massing-up at the 

theater'ss entrance (art. 12) theater-goers were, in turn, forbidden from smoking in the foyer  (art. 

7),, wandering or  conversing in the aisles during the show (art. 9), or  explicitly instructed to 

"enterr  the theater  and occupy their  respective seats"  in the stalls "after  the bell had been rung" 

(ibid:41-43).. Articl e 12 also instructed the audience to remain silent throughout the show, under 

noo circumstances being allowed to in any way interrup t the actors during the performance 

(ibid:44).. The overall aim of keeping the members of the public in their  individual seats and 

quietlyy focused on the stage during the entire performance was aditionally accomplished by 

subjectingg any necessary movements inside the theater  to the most strenuous regulation. In what 

amountedd to a "positivist and/or  mechanistic"  use of "fre e time"  (ibid:44) the aim of which was, I 

argue,, no other  than the immobilization of the audience in space, a succession of discreet bell-

ringingringing  were lawfully prescribed as the means to regulate the noises, bodily movements and 

spatiall  displacements of the audience inside the theater. This, for  example, was the case with the 

discreett  ringings informin g the audience how much time they had to occupy their  seats and 

becomee silent before the show began or  when, generally during the intermission, they were 

allowedd to abandon their  seats and visit the theater's restrooms and bar  at the back (ibid:43-45). 

Thee task of disciplining the audience by immobilizing it in space was not, however, 

simplyy left to a series of abstract regulations. Local authorities made sure that those regulations 

weree strictly enforced by placing a series of state and police officers inside the theater  itself, 

chargedd with making sure that each and every one of them were narrowly obeyed by the public. 

Thee rules of police for  example ordered theater-managers to place 

rightright  before the area where the rows of seats begin a horizontal barrier  with two doors, 

onee on each side, where police officers will be placed so as to impede anyone from en-

teringg the pit once the curtain has been drawn (ibid:43-44). 

Mostt  strikin g among the dispositions providing for  the presence of state-officers inside the 

theaterr  is the ordinance that the political chief of the city of Caracas issued in 1836, according to 

whichh the main theater-box in every theater, just across from the stage, was to be "decorated with 

wreathss and patrioti c emblems"  and reserved for  his exclusive use and those of other  local 
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authorities.. Installed high-above from his prominent position 

thee political chief of the city or, in his absence, any other replacing authority appointed by 

him,, controls and above all watches over the representation of the theatrical script as well 

as,, of course, the behavior of the audience (ibid:42). 

Inn general, providing for the presence of a series of state and police officers inside the 

theaterss was a way the regulations from 1834 and 1836 had of guaranteeing their overriding goal 

of f 

demandingg from the spectator, on pain of being fined or thrown into jail, to remain on 

theirr seats and behave according to the new norm (ibid:25). 

Withoutt drawing all the necessary momentous implications, at some point the author does 

seeminglyy imply that "immobilizing the audience threatening it with fines and expulsion" 

(ibid:31)) was the overall goal of the set of ordinances approved by the local authorities. 

Targettingg not only the audience but also theater managers, playwrites, actors and directors, the 

disciplinaryy intent of the state's policing and regulations is quite transparent. Singularly revealing 

off  the significance that the state assigned to the local theater was the decision to punish any 

seeminglyy inocuous transgression in the theatrical order of things by applying relatively draconi-

ann measures. This, for example, is the case with the local authorities' decision, taken in 1843, to 

throww an actor in jail just for having absented himsef from the premises immediately before the 

representationn began after having decided that his costume was unfit for the occasion (ibid:44). 

Commentingg on the state's use of the theater for its "civilizing" and "disciplinary" 

purposes,, Dunia Galindo concludes that 

thee theater is without any doubts the ideal place in which the law tries out its first 

attemptss at mass socialization. No other public entertainment is invested by the legislative 

powerr with so much care and attention (ibid:23). 
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Somewhatt  instrumental ly, the author  locates the reasons for  the interest which the state lavished 

onn the theater  in the fact that, as a collective form of entertainment, it enabled the state to 

exercisee control over  "a large group of citizens whose social origins were quite different and 

diverse,""  thereby "allowin g it to construct a zone of social and even political acquiescence" 

(ibid).. Galindo's study is informed by a cultural studies perspective that, only relatively recently 

introducedd in Venezuelan literary studies, is highly attentive to the cultural and social implica-

tionss and effects with which literar y and artistic artifacts are undoubtedly laden. As such it is a 

valuablee and quite unique contribution to the understanding of the role of the theater  within 

Venezuela'ss early republicanism, something that should go without saying after  the extensive use 

thatt  I have made of this study in the preceding pages. 

Yet,, without for  that invalidating many of her  claims, the author's style of reasoning 

whichh assigns to the disciplinary purposes of the republican state a strategic role in her  analysis 

inn some ways leads to some serious omissions and shortcomings. These are clearly discernible in 

Galindo'ss somewhat mechanical adoption of some of Foucault's ideas in order  to account for  the 

significancee of the viewing position which since 1836 local authorities had assigned for  their 

exclusivee use in the local theaters. Thus, according to her, such a privileged position would have 

amountedd to a form of panoptical surveillance. As such a panoptical point of view, the 

privilegedd place (the main theater-box) that the law claims and demands for  itself, allows 

itt  to observe from a position of absolute visuality what takes place in the theatre, what is 

happeningg in the scenario: who is walking or  "wandering"  through the aisles; who is 

smoking,, drinking , eating; who surreptitiously enters the empty boxes; which actor  made 

thee public wait or  sinned against the prevailing morality; finally,  who was it that dared to 

transgresss against the norm. The law examines, "reviews,"  collates samples, evaluates the 

reactionss among the assembled, willfull y "kidnapped"  public (ibid:42). 

28.11 say presssumably, because the author never makes clear if the 1836 official decision to have the main theater-
boxx of every theater assigned to the local authorities was effectively implemented, and, if so, with what actual 
consequences. . 
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Inn sum, according to Galindo through a form of panoptical surveillance the state made sure that 

thee spectator, momentarily turned into a sort of "recluse" or "prisoner," effectively assimilated the 

"civicc lesson" both "for the soul and for the body" that from the beginning was meant for his or 

herr own exclusive benefit (ibid:42-43). 

Yet,, surely, according to Foucault in the panopticon the observer is never visible to the 

observed,, and that is the whole point of this form of discipline. That is, while in principle the 

inmatess in Bentham's modelic prison can indeed have their behavior subjected to the most relent-

lesss scrutiny by the institution's authorities, in fact this may or may not be the case. The central 

towerr from which, potentially, prisoners are constantly observed also completely withdraws the 

observerr from the gaze of the observed. As a result, prison inmates are never certain whether at 

anyy given time they are actually being watched. Now it is precisely this invisibility, the 

uncertaintyy in which prisoners are kept concerning whether at any given time they are or not 

visiblee to power that, according to Foucault, over time leads prisoners to become modern 

subjectss by subjecting themselves to an internalized form of discipline. Indeed, the beauty of 

Bentham'ss panopticon is that it inaugurates a disciplinary economy where, ultimately, it is 

irrelevantt whether someone is or is not installed inside the central tower, which, for all practical 

purposes,, may be empty. 

Nothing,, it would seem, further removed from the situation that Galindo describes in her 

bookk than this watchful invisibility. The Caracas' theater-goers from the first half of the 

nineteenthh century were being watched all right; yet, different that Bentham's would be inmates, 

suchh an audience was also quite capable of looking back, turning their gazes upwards towards the 

veryy place from where, perhaps at that very moment, they were being observed by the local 

authorities.. The situation in which this audience seemingly found itself may be described by 

meansmeans of the distinction Foucault makes between "societies of discipline" and "societies of con-

trol,""  provided one keeps in mind that as with any other such sweepingly broad categorization its 

usefulnesss is mostly heuristic somewhat removed, as these categories are, from any given 

empiricall  situation (Dires et Ecrits, p.). While panoptical surveillance would be characteristic of 

thee first kind of "society," where individuals become subjects by subjecting themselves to 

internalizedd forms of discipline, the situation that Galindo describes seems to correspond best to 
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thee second kind. That is, to a kind of "control "  society where individuals are disciplined and 

punishedd only when they are, so to speak, "caught in the act"  by the gaze of the powers-that-be. 

Forr  the rest, provided they are careful not to be seen and crushed by some mighty blows from 

above,, these individuals are for  the most part free to enjoy and have some fun. 

Free,, for  example, to do the kinds of things which, on the basis of her  careful reading of a 

wealthh of social chronicles and other  contemporary writings, the author  claims were characteris-

ticc of the unruly sociality which the early republican state set out to eradicate by, for  example, 

usingg the theater  as the quintessential instrument for  shaping a model "bourgeois"  citizenry. 

Things,, for  example, like pissing, shitting, farting, or  fornicating inside the theaters (ibid:25) 

which,, along with "scandalous"  actions like playing dice, whistling, boisterously laughing, 

drunkenlyy moving about (ibid:28), or  booing the actors on stage constantly interacting with them 

too the point of obscenely mimicking their  roles from the auditorium were all common ways of 

behavingg in the theater. In some respects inherited from the baroque theater  and celebrations 

fromfrom  the colony, if anything such an unruly behavior  was now multiplied by the audience's 

tendencyy to take republican values such as freedom and equality literally. 29 

Onn the basis of her  sources the author  describes the overall atmosphere of the early 

republicann theaters as one in which a 

penetratingg smell, itself a mixtur e of fryin g foods, faeces and all kinds of human waste 

(ibid:28) ) 

hungg like a thick, nauseating cloud over  the entire premises, and where the ambiance "obscurity" 

(ibid:27)) encouraged all sorts of transgressive behaviors, for  example against the "honor"  of 

youngg ladies which needed to go to the theater  carefully guarded by their  families (ibid). Not 

infrequently,, such atmosphere and behaviors were 

29.. One wonders in which other way than "literally" could the audience have possibly taken a tendency that, for the 
rest,, she only mentions in passing. 
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thee customary preamble to those "fêtes de fou" which often put an end to the theatrical 

spectacless amidst a generalized collapse of all existing hierarchies together with the 

establishedd social order, the whole purpose of such occasions besides that of interrupting 

earlyy the spectacles being no other than the incitement of "barbarous" pleasures (ibid:31). 

This,, then, was the kind of unruly beast that the early republican state was up against, and which 

itt set out to tame by "controlling" each and every one of its movements by means of a watchful 

surveillancee and the occasional volley of devastating blows to the head and other parts of the 

bodyy whenever it caught someone transgressing. Yet, for all of the given reasons, to call such a 

"controlling""  watchfulness panoptic is misguided. Provided one was careful to make sure of not 

beingg seen one could still take the occasional shit in the dark or pinch some passing lady while 

fakingg total innocence. 

Needlesss to say, I am exaggerating somewhat. Some of the local theaters during the 

periodd of the conservative oligarchy did indeed to a considerable degree approach the status of 

clean,, adequately lit , orderly model "bourgeois" institutions, which the state so much cared about. 

Neverthelesss there is a sense in which calling attention to the extent to which such a situation 

wass sustained by means of a "controlling" watchfulness that, to a considerable degree, left the 

actorss free to do as they pleased whenever they were not seen captures the truth encoded in the 

playy of "bourgeois" appearances. It for example allows one to realize, first, that the kind of 

civilit yy that was characteristic not just of the theater, but of the oligarchical order as a whole was 

aa precarious accomplishment, one each time achieved by means of setting up a theatrical 

machineryy which temporarily immobilized the audience in their seats while being addressed by 

thee republican tribunes from the stage. Second, once disciplining is shown to be a contingent, 

precariouss accomplishment which beyond the occasional lapses inside readily dissipates once the 

"model""  citizens leave the doors of the theater behind, the analysis is compelled to shift focus. 

Thatt is, once it is realized that given its ephemeral results the social significance of the theater 

cannott be possibly accounted for in terms of the disciplinary aim of transforming unruly crowds 

intoo enduringly disciplined citizens, other possibilities need to be entertained. 

Amongg these, the one that has occupied much of my writing in the last few chapters. 

Namely,, that understood in the widest possible sense the republican theatre was, and in many 
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respectss continues to be, the site of a trul y wondrous transformation: that of the very constitution 

off  the bourgeois polity brought about by means of the ceaseless reenactment of a scene of delega-

tionn where the "people"  acquiesces to be represented by others, its rightfu l representatives. Rather 

thann given in advance, as Galindo's interpretation of the theater  as just being a form of state-

disciplinee necessarily assumes, at least in some crucial respects in this view it is the state itself 

thatt  is ongoingly constituted by the machinery of the early republican theatre. Once again, such a 

constitutivee scene is contingent on the republican theatrical machinery's ability to temporarily 

assemblee the 'people' as a passive spectatorship, hence the immobilizing intent not just of the 

earlyy republican theatre but of a wide range of republican legislation and practices. Such an insis-

tencee ceases to surprise once one has realized that it is only for  such a collection of immobilized 

spectatorss that the republican 'tribunes' may at all be the 'general will '  incarnate, right  now visibly 

gesturingg at them from the lit stage of the polity. 

II  do believe that without making allowance for  this theatrical, evanescently monume-

ntalizingg constitution of political subjectivities there is littl e that one can actually understand 

especiallyy about Venezuelan, but also, to a large degree, Latin American forms of governmentali-

ty,, the sheer  histrionic, agonistic quality of the continent's mad populist leaders and thoroughly 

bizarree publicity . This is not to say, however, that beyond discreet moments of interpellation such 

monumentalizingg practices have no lasting effects, subjects being able to just resume the mimetic 

wanderingg which is the source of the terrorizin g instability that Lacoue-Labarthe speaks about. 

Thee state's molding interventions and the massive blows from above that reach the subject 

wheneverr  he or  she is caught in flagrante, do poison with anxiety the "magical realism"  of every 

singlee one of the subject's metamorphic moves. As a result taking a shit in the dark may not, after 

all,, be the care-free affair  that one would otherwise think, but one filled with apprehension as any 

unknownn noise from behind registers in the subject's sensitive spine crouched, as he or  she 

evidentlyy is, on top of the unpleasantly cool floor  of the theater. The situation is well captured by 

aa saying from my Cuban childhood that I believe is widely recycled both in Spain and all over 

Latinn America: "th e letter  enters with blood." 
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AnAn Imaginary of Notables 

AndAnd so did the letter of the law entered, or, more precisely, was, literally, stamped on the 

bodiess of the actors and actresses from the early republican theater. Talking about how they 

subjectedd all texts to a form of previous censorship aimed at insuring in advance that the theater 

didd not deviate even minimally from the prevailing republican orthodoxy, Galindo implicitly 

suggestss that it was the actor's performance on stage that ultimately preoccupied the local 

authorities.. That is, the censors' concern with extirpating any possible ambiguities from the 

dramaticc texts, thereby reducing them as much as possible to univocality, to the unambiguous 

expressionn of the kind of ' meanings which they approved of, had no other purpose 

thann short-circuiting in advance the ability actors always have of derailing any established 

meaningss on stage. That is, through their very own idiosyncratic inflexions of the voice and 

overalll  excessive bodilyness of making these dramatic texts say something other on stage than 

thatt which the official authorities wished them to say. 

Inn all of this, nothing less than the future of the nation was at stake;; indeed, it was for this 

future'ss sake that 

thee letter that the actor recited on stage had to be a closed and univocal space from which 

thee polysemie condition of discourse was amputated (ibid: 18). 

If,, against the opinions of theatre-owners and other local personalities, the authorities insisted on 

censoringg all dramatic texts in advance this, in other words, was for preventive reasons. That is, 

inn order to bar actors from altering these texts by means of "their own creative processes and 

personall  interests," thereby imposing on them meanings different than those that were officially 

intended,, and on which, so the censors claimed, the very health and integrity of the nation hung. 

Ass if doing such things were at all possible, the censors' expressed belief was that reducing all 

dramaticc texts to univocality in advance was an effective way of compelling actors to "reproduce 

aa moral absolute on the basis of his or her very own voices and gestures" (ibid). 

Ass Galindo astutely remarks, the kind of previous censorship advocated by the local 

authoritiess was 
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aa procedure aimed at separating speech from the body. That is, at reducing corporal 

expressionn to a mere ethical surface (ibid). 

Heree we have reached the second of the two complementary tasks that, I have argued, understood 

broadlyy the early republican theater  set up for  itself in the beginnings of the nation. That is, 

beyondd disciplining the public by momentarily immobilizing it as a passive spectatorship, that of 

erectingg a separate, self-contained domain of political representation as the theatrical stage from 

wheree a collection of republican 'tribunes' somehow temporarily succeeds in representing the 

nationn to an assembled constituency. Because what, indeed, is involved in such a task if not the 

monumentalizingg of the nation's 'tribunes' by rendering their  very bodies into the legible "ethical 

surfaces""  to which Galindo alludes in passing? Ones on which, I should add, anyone present may 

readilyy read the abstract laws of the republic clearly written on every single, minute gesture or 

inflectionn of these noble men's clamoring voices and physiognomies. A monumentalizing so 

completee that, at least according to the censors, in and of itself it should be able to prevent any 

untowardd slippages between signified texts and signifying bodies from ever  happening. Or, what 

comess down to the same, from ever  impeding the republican 'letter'  to reach its destination, 

divertingg it from the straight and narrow path that it 'naturally '  follows in its way back to the 

'people'. . 

Andd so it is that the theater  from the period of the conservative oligarchy insistently 

monumentalizedd the republican tribunes on stage. But so did the early forms of historiography as 

welll  as other  contemporary forms of textual and iconographic representation along with a range 

off  disciplinary practices and techniques. In all of these instances one may readily detect the sort 

off  impulse that, according to Silvia Molloy, governed the "autobiographical venture"  in early 

Latinn America (Molloy, 1991:8). That is, by means of a certain "practic e of memory"  where 

memoryy is "accepted as a faithful replicating mechanism"  to mold the evoked past in terms of a 

"selff  image held in the present"  (ibid:8) Both an "individua l construct"  and a social artifact,"  this 

kindd of memory-work results in a particular  'Tabulation of self'  as the monumentalized site 

wheree both the personal and the communal meet. This is so because such an "exercise of 

memory""  is invariably 
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doubledd by a ritual of commemoration, in which individual relics (..) are secularized and 

re-presentedd as shared events (ibid:9). 

Accordingg to Molloy, the articulation of personal memory and ritual commemoration, the 

personall  and the communal restricts any form of self-scrutiny (ibid), something that should not 

surprisee after all that was said regarding romanticism's neoclassical overdetermination in 

nineteenthh century Venezuela and Latin America generally. Molloy concludes by insisting that 

thee kinds of self-images that were characteristic of early Latin American historiographical 

writingss but which, I must add, were also those of the heroes of the historical plays written at 

aboutt the same time, 

telll  us a great deal about how history—and what was one of its forms, (autobiography-

wass conceived in early nineteenth century Latin America: as a pantheon of heroic, 

exemplaryy figures (ibid:8). 

Thatt it was thus conceived is not strange considering how much, from the start, the self-images 

whichh governed the historiographical enterprise were sculpted ethical surfaces, through and 

throughthrough theatrical constructs from the beginning imaged on the raised stage of the polity as a 

'collection'' of monumentalized statues or busts. Since it was first coined in the nineteenth century 

ass part of this century's cult of "grand hommes" and all the way up to the present, the word 

'pantheon'' has been the common term for referring to such a notabiliary collection considered sub 

speciaespeciae aeternitatis, that is after rigor mortis has once and for all overtaken its members. 

Beforee that what we have is the 'collection' itself as the new nation's political imaginary, 

firstfirst crystallized during the period of the conservative oligarchy between 1830 and 1859. To this 

day,, in more or less modified ways all of the discursive and non discursive forms and practices 

thatt were first responsible for this crystallization plus others that have been added over time have 

continuedd echoing one another through the creation of a discursive space where, in principle at 

least,, the local tribunes can always count on an audience of clapping spectators which they can 

readilyy address. And addressed them they do, ceaselessly, ever more excessively, flamboyantly 

andd agonistically so, engaged as these dancing local Jacobins are in the urgent and ultimately 
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impossiblee republican task of governing by keeping their  audience as long as possible together  as 

aa 'people', thus postponing the inevitable horizontal sliding whereby it dissolves once again 

turnin gg into a threatening republican crowd. And if for  the reasons given the monumentalizing is 

inherentlyy theatrical it is also ineradicably historical. No matter  how allegorically, every time a 

locall  tribun e addresses its audience from the raised stage of the polity, wherever  or  whatever  that 

mightt  be, he, or, increasingly nowadays, she performs an act of foundation, one that makes tabula 

rasaa of the past while weaving past, present and glorious or  inglorious future all together  in a 

single,, historicizing path. 

Itt  is enough to take a stroll through some of the streets and squares of Caracas today in 

orderr  to verify how successful the discursive and non discursive practices from the period of the 

conservativee oligarchy were in establishing the enduring canon from which, still nowadays, every 

Venezuelann citizen must to a considerable extent draw in order  to constitute him or  herself as a 

viablee political subject. And so it is that suddenly turning any of the city's cobblestones into 

somethingg like an improvised political stage, the very stage of the polity fleetingly popping up in 

somee Caracas corner  or  street, any local citizen may momentarily "strik e a pose"  ("tira r  una 

parada").. That is, under  the scorching sun, flashingly collect his or  her  more or  less swinging 

Caribbeann anatomy turning it into the forbiddingl y hard, legible surface of a Jacobin republican 

tribune. . 

Thatt  such discursive strategy of turning the body into the legible, monumentalized 

surfacee where one or  another  transcendent meaning may be temporarily inscribed is not confined 

too Venezuela, is confirmed by what Silvia Molloy elsewhere says of the pervasiveness of the 

"politic ss of the pose"  in fin-de-siecle Latin America. Writin g about Latin American modernist 

'decadentism',, the body of literary and artistic works and social attitudes which in fin-de-siècle 

Latinn America subjected many of the existing aesthetic and cultural practices and expressions to 

aa thorough revision and renewal, Silvia Molloy insists that "decadentismo was, above all, a 

matterr  of the pose"  (Molloy, 1994:129). That is, a matter  of the "destabilizing force"  whereby the 

"pose""  turns the subject's body into a "fiel d of visibility "  which, eminently legible, disrupts the 

establishedd meanings and identities (ibid: 130). According to Molloy, exploiting the "inevitabl e 

theatricall  projections"  of the body, its "plastic connotations,"  the fin-de-siècle "pose"  articulates 
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novell  possibilities of meaning (ibid). In its characteristic effeminacy it, in other  words, "proposes 

neww identifications"  which, on account of their  sheer  eccentricity, are "transgressive"  (ibid: 132-

133).. Wary of these possibilities, no other  than José Enrique Rodo, the preeminent modernist 

essayistt  from Latin America and one of the movement's foremost ideologists alerted against the 

dangerss implici t in the "feminizin g pose"  which so many writer s or  would-be writer s and artists 

off  the time were so eager  to strike, and which Rodo blamed for  no lesser  sin than lowering the 

continent'ss defenses against the United States (ibid:133-134)! 

Molloyy makes clear  how much the fin-de-siecle pose draws on a nineteenth century Latin 

Americann signifying traditio n whereby cultures are read as bodies and "bodies are read (and 

presentt  themselves to be read"  as cultural declarations (ibid: 129). Linkin g this tendency to the 

rolee that exhibitions, spectacularization and escopophilia had in the nineteenth century, not just 

inn Latin America but also elsewhere, most notably Western Europe, Molloy implicitl y argues that 

everywheree during that time to 

exhibitt  is not only to show, but to show in such a way that that which is shown turns more 

visible,, is recognized (ibid: 130). 

Itt  is from the specifically Latin American inflection of this nineteenth century visualizing 

traditio nn that the fin-de-siecle "poseur"  would have drawn in a spiral of ever  "increased visibility " 

whichh he handled as a 

strategyy of provocation in order  not to go unnoticed, in order  to oblige the gaze of the 

other,, to force a reading, to prompt a discourse (ibid). 

I,, however, argue, that in order  to account for  the unexpected, extraordinary fate of this 

visualizingg traditio n in Latin America, and, singularly so, in Venezuela, for  the way in which 

TirarTirar  la Parada or  "strikin g a pose"  momentarily hardening like a living monument has become 

theree an everyday occurrence with incalculable political, cultural, and even personal 

consequences,, something more than just invoking a European genealogy is needed. Of the perva-

sivenesss of his traditio n Molloy' s essay offers striking demonstration. When in order  to be both 
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communicablee and socially effective even acts of subversion must borrow their  resources from 

thee very solemn, monumentalizing mode against which they otherwise react, something tells us 

thatt  such a mode or  traditio n is alive and well. So well and alive that, as I will show in the final 

chapterr  of this dissertation, the contemporary followers of a spirit-possession cult in Venezuela 

knoww nothing better  than to cite this traditio n and serially monumentalize themselves amidst the 

lushh vegetation of the cult's main pilgrimage centers. 

II  could offer  here many other  examples of the Venezuelan tendency to monumentalize the 

bodyy by turning it into a legible surface ready to be read by an audience of onlookers, something 

aboutt  which the sheer  richness and variety of local characters or  the tendency to put such 

monumentalizedd types or  characters on display in amusement-parks or  post stamps collections 

speakss eloquently enough. A good example of this is the Sunday edition of a main Venezuelan 

newspaper,, which, quite recently, devoted its weekly magazine to a profusely illustrated gallery 

off  social 'types', from ice-cream vendors and street-cleaners to entrepreneurs and other  upper 

classs varieties. As if putting such types one by one on display within a series of carefully framed 

photographss accompanied by their  respective captions was a supreme act of signification, such a 

representationall  strategy is clearly indebted to nineteenth century costumbrismo's galleries of 

'types',, and beyond that, to the monumentalizing tradition that was at the time so pervasive (Todo 

enn Domingo, 2003). 

Al ll  of this should suggest that one cannot account for  the manifold contemporary effects 

off  the nineteenth century tendency to monumentalize the body, thereby turning it into some 

legiblee "exemplary"  surface, just by invoking that century's visual culture from Europe. Only by 

addressing,, as I have done here, such a tendency for  what it actually was, i.e., as an enduring 

practicee of governmentality which, symbolically speaking, has frozen Venezuelan (and, to some 

extent,, Latin American) politics in an inaugural moment of modernity can one begin to fathom 

thee "magical realism"  of what has actually happened. For  example, the crystallization of the 

nation'ss imaginary as a serially expanding collection of monumentalized busts of which the final 

chapterr  of this dissertation will explore one singularly strikin g instance. That such an open-ended 

collectionn is tributar y to the more discreet "collection of notables"  of the "conservative 

oligarchy's""  imaginary seems unexceptional enough. 
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Yett the resilience of this heritage is undoubtedly striking considering that by 1859 the 

orderlyy collection of notables that had been so scrupulously set up in the year 1830 had thor-

oughlyy broken down, its living-busts members scattered away all across Venezuelan geography 

byy the strong winds of war that were blowing at the time. All the care that had been put in setting 

upp the collection as a closed domain of political representation finally came to nothing. Over the 

yearss those very sectors which the theatrical machinery of the early republican state had so care-

fullyy excluded—for example through the franchise, the use of institutionalized forms of bodily 

punishmentt and through military force-became increasingly louder until finally taking center 

stagee with the eruption of the Federal Wars in 1859. 

Indeed,, as a phenomenon, the Federal Wars may be understood as the seizure of center-

stagee by both the popular masses and the elites from the different provinces which that founding 

charterr of the oligarchical regime, the 1830 Constitution, had left out. Even if these two forces 

didd combine in different ways in order to produce the catastrophic effects of the wars they 

neverthelesss obeyed clearly different logics, something which by and large the studies of the 

periodd overlook by lumping both popular crowds and the forces of federalism together in one 

single,, deceivingly simple formula. In order to situate what had happened in terms of the logic of 

politicall  representation that I have been exploring throughout this dissertation I must backtrack in 

thee next chapter to the events in the years 1811 and 1812, just before the wars of Independence 

began,, eventually leading in the wake of the demise of the "First Republic" to the first attempt to 

set-upp second scene of the nation's political imaginary which so momentous consequences has 

hadd for Venezuelan history, society and politics up to the very present. 


